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Abstract 

Elasticities of demand and supply for South African manufactured exports are estimated using 
the cointegrating vector autoregression / vector error correction model approach in order to 

address simultaneity and non-stationarity issues. Demand is highly price-elastic, rangingfrom 
-3 to -6. The price elasticity ojsupply is 1. Competitors' prices and world income are an 
important determinant of demand, but domestic capacity utilization is not an important 
detenninant of export supply. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

According to Abbott & De Vita (2002), many trade studies have tt:ied to find the reason why 

some countries, particularly the newly-industrialised-countries, are successful exporters. The 

main issue is" whether manufactured exports ... are predominantly dependent upon the 
economic prosperity of [the countries'} trading partners or ... their ability to compete in export 

markets on the basis o/price" (Abbott & De Vita, 2002: 1 025). 

After receIving the Nobel Prize in 1980, Lewis warned that the slow-down in industrial country 

growth ~ would reduce the pace of development in the rest of the world. This has been 

subsequently challenged by assertions that developing countries face downward-sloping demand 

curves and can therefore expand their exports through price competition (Senhadji & 

Montenegro, 1999). The international debate continues. 

South Africa's Gl"owth, EmploynumtandRedistrwutkm (GEAR} policy document states- ~hat 

promoting export led growth requires measures designed to lower unit costs and enhance 

oorupetitiveness (RSA; 1996), GEARalw- speaks-oJ the Reed for a competitive realexdlange 

rate (Bhorat, 1998). 

While a policy of pursuing competitive- export prices ! real exchange Ia~ is certainly mpre 

active than one of simply hoping the world economy grows, it may not work. Restructuring to 

beoome rume CGmpetitive has-mat+y social c~, ~ the bet+efit~gf such pruicies-must ~ clear. 

Another important consideration is the relationship between exports and the domestic business 

cycle. One view is that exporters export- only when domestic deman~ is insufficient Tpis 

suggests a negative association between exports and growth (Tsikata, 1999). Other studies find a 

positive relatiGnsmp (Gold-stem & Khan, 198-S}, thus supporting the view thatexpg.rts are an 

exogenous component of Keynesian-style aggregate expenditure . 

. This study contrihutes to thes.edebates, bULitsumain aim is simply to.. derive-elasticities Qf 

demand and supply for manufactured exports using time series data. These can be used as inputs 

into. other studie~, especially inthegrQ.wmg oomputable geooral equilibrium mOOd arena. 

Following the generally accepted specification in Goldstein & Khan (1985), the underlying 

model is based on the standardJaws- of demand supply. Howev.er, the choice of which speci,fic 

vanables to use is fairly wide. Chapter 2 discusses this and motivates adding competitors' prices 

to the established framework a~ well a~ mPfesenting oomestic income separately as potential 

output and capacity utilization. 
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There are two standard flaws in other studies. The first flaw is the estimation ofa single equation 

(eg demand or supply) when a s-ystem of two equations is-apprQpriate. Unless the-other equation 

is perfectly price elastic (which should nQt be assumed) an estimate efa single equation produces 

biased estimates. The second flaw is a failure to account for non-statienary data.,. which 1{1ay 

cause spurieus regressions (Gujarati, 1995). 

Chapter 3 present£ these and other econometric issues- in more detail Chapter 4 proposes a 

methed that addresses beth flaws. This study uses the so-called co. integrating vector 

autoregression (CV AR) approa.ch. Avector error correction model (VECM) explains changes in 

exports in terms of lagged changes in all the variables in the system and in terms of adjustment to. 

loog run eqyilibrium. The loog run equilibrium is governed by a co integrating regression, The 

elasticities are contained in this co integrating relationship (pattersen, 2000). 

TheCV ARapproach requires. lots of observations over relatively long periodsoftim.a-While We 

specification ef variables is fairly standard, this study runs numerous estimations with different 

combillations- of data sets. The aim is- to gauge the robustness of the estimates to differeI\t 

representations ef a given variable. A substantial part ef the research involved the sourcing, 

comhinatioll-and constmctionm long data sets ~pmces.sis..describedjn chapter 5,~J.og~er 

with a visual inspection ef some pessible trends and relationships. 

Chapter 6 applies the CV AR approach,finding that export demand is- highly price elastjc, 

ranging from to -6, and that competiters' prices are impertant demand factors. The price 

elasticity Qf supply is about 1, but there seems to be no clear relationship between capacity 
i 

utilizatien and experts. It is important to. highlight the fact that many estimation combinations de 

not converge or they produce estimates that have signs and magnitudes that are grossly 
I 

incensistent with the theeretical model introduced in chapter 2. The findings are however based 

on complete regressions that are satisfactory in terms ef standard demand and supply theQry. 

Chapter 7 provides a brief summary and interpretation and suggests avenues fer extending the 

~udy. 

This s-tudy consults a variety of South African and international seurces for guidance ¥ld 

cemparisen. Goldstein & Khan (1985) has an extensive survey of the issues relating to 

international studies of price and income. elasticities. Chapter 2 draws on this research ru;td 

complements it with information frem South African studies, namely those by Woed (1995), 

Fallon & Pereira de Silva (1994}and Tsikata (1999). 
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The South African studies only estimate reduced-form single equations. Bhorat (1998) uses a 

similM method to-the CVAR technique fot' South Africa, thus dealing with non-stationarity1 but 

only estimates the supply equation. 

In an empirical study: of Hong Kong's exports, Riedel (198&) attempts to deal with simultane~ty 

issues but does not address non-stationarity. In later studies, Riedel and others debate the 

relevance of expOO prices using more sophisticated techniques adapted for simultaneity and n~n

stationarity. The method Abbott & De Vita (2002) employ most closely resembles the one used 

in this study. 

The key contribution this stud.y makes. is the use of the CVAR approach to es.timateelasticities 9f 
I 

demand and supply for South African manufacturing exports simultaneously. This has not been 

done before. It gauges robustness by using many combinations of long time series data sets tpat 

are not readily available and also introduces additional variables. 
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CHAPTER 2. SPECIFICATION ISSUES 

The models will consist oftwo equations one for export demand and one for export supply 
solving for two. unknowns, So.uth Africa's export price and export volume. Altern~tive 
representations of each variable in the two equations are discussed. 

2.1 BASIC FRAMEWORK 

This model's demand and supply curves for a country's exports are based on the conventional 
laws of supply and demand. Being an equilibrium model, export demand is assumed to equal 
export supply (Goldstein & Khan,. L985).Equation21 below sets out the basic framework.. The 
functional form is assumed to be logarithmic, mainly so the coefficients can be interpreted as 
elasticities. 

X S = f(pe ;pd ;yd) 

Xd =g(pe;pf;pc;yf) 

X S is the volume of exports supplied 

X d is the volume of exports-demanded 

pe istheexportprice 

pd is the domestic price 

yd represents measures of income, capacity or capacity utilization in the exporting country 

pi is theforeign price 

pc is competitors' prices 

yi is foreign income 

(2,1) 

2.1.1 Goods- produced- for. export and goods. produced for domestic consumption are 
modeled as imperfect substitutes. 

Producers are seen as having the chmce of pfOducing to meet domestic- demand or to me~t 
foreign demand. Making products for export and making goods for domestic consumption 
are therefore production substitutes, which raises two issues. The first is whether exports are 

) 

a direct stimulus to production, or whether exports are merely the residual after local demand 
has been satisfied. This- important tGpic is deferred to section 2.4. The second issue is the 
extent to which exports and local consumption are substitutes. This drives the decision 
whether to ruGdel exports-as perfect substitutes-or as imperfect s-ubstitutes for domestic gOO\ls 
(Goldstein & Khan, 1985). . 
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The perfect substitutes model treats the foreign country's import demand as the excess 
quantity.. demanded in that countty's local marke:L Similarly" if there is excess quantity 
supplied in the domestic market, the surplus is export supply. Estimates of import demand 
and export supply are thus deriv:edentire1y from estimates of foreign demand and supply and 
domestic demand and supply (Goldstein & Khan, 1985). 

In contrast, the imperfect substitutes framework has producers choosing whether to produce 
for export or for local consumption. This can be interpreted as a choice between selling a 
given tradable product at home or abroad on the one hand, or substituting between ~he 
production of tradable and non-tradable goods on the other hand (Goldstein & Khan, 1985). 

This study uses an imperfect s:ubstitutes model. According to Goldstein &Khan (1985), mO$t 
empirical work on price and income elasticities uses this model as well. The imperfect 
substitutes model applies when the goods. in question areheterogeneoustn some degree. 
Manufactures are differentiated to some extent, so this study uses the imperfect substitutes 
ffiQdeL 

2.l.k EXJ)()rt supply is a. function of the ~~ke of ex~t~ the ~rke of FoductiOD substitutes 
and a variant ofGDP. 

Export volumes will rise- as exporting becomes relatively more profitable. A higher price fpr 
exports raises profitability absolutely, and lower domestic prices promote exports in two 
ways. First, lower domestic prices mean it is less attractive to sell to domestic consumers and 
therefore relatively more attractive to export. Second, lower domestic prices entail lower 
input costs and higher export supply (Golds.tein & Khan, 19&5). 

Goldstein and Khan (1985) do not include a variable related to the exporting country's GDP 
in their review. Nonetheless, such variables are included in most of the srurues discussed in 
section 2.4. Notably, Goldstein and Khan (1978) themselves include a measure of full
employment income to proxy domestic production capacity, because it indicates an 
economy's ability to produce exports. 

2.1.3 Demand for a. country's eX~l'ts is a function of the- prke of ex~rts,- the price qf 
consumption substitutes and foreign income. 

The foreign country's GDP is its budget constraint. Subject to this constraint, the country 
(consumer) must decide on its consumption bundle. For the foreign country, substitutes come 
in the form of (i) that foreign country's domestically produced alternatives and (ii) other 
countries' exports. For example, consumers in the United States must choose between South 
African exports, US products and, say, Mexican exports. 

The demand function therefore includes foreign income and price variables for South African 
exports, competitors' exports and the foreign country's domestically produces substitutes. 
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2...1A~PerfecLe)asticity of demaruLor supply must not be assumed. 

Some studies assume the exporting country is a price taker, meaning the exporting country 
has no influence over its export price. The export price is equal to the international price. 
Bhorat (1998) and Fallon & Pereira de Silva (1994) estimate supply equations only. Bhorat 
justifies this, saying South Africa is a small open economy and therefore faces a perfectly 
elastic demand curve for its exports. While this is a plausible argument for homogenous 
oommodities, it is less likely to hold in manufacturing. The uncertainty alone motivates an 
estimate of the price elasticity of demand. 

AlternativelY:r-Riedel (19&8}s.uggests tna.I1¥ studies have assl.l1lled perfectly elastic supply 
because the supply equation is hard to model. Chapter 3 will discuss the difficulties with 
estimating two simultaneous equations. This study addresses these difficulties and is 
therefore not forced to assume perfect price elasticity on either the demand or supply side. 

2.2 PRICE VARIABLES 

A oouectly specified modcl soould have foor different pIice variab les: 
1. The price in the country being exported to or a weighted average of countries being 

exported to, or some international price, henceforth/oreign prices U/) 
ii. Competitors' export prices, henceforth competitors' prices (pC) 
iii. The price of goods made for domestic consumption, henceforth domestic prices (pd) 
iv. The exporting country's export price, henceforth export prices (PJ 

This can get confusing, as the prices are often highly correlated, and studies not using all four 
occasionally use-1h.eone~~pt:OX¥ :fnLanother The-exporLprica ~ thtLendogenous pr,ice 
variable. ' 

Export ~ is- a positive function of foreign prices and competitors' pI'ices and a negatjve 
function of export prices. Export supply is a positive function of export prices and a negative 
function of domestic pri,ces. 

2.2..LHoDmgeneity assumptions are theoretically grounded and can be econometrically 
convenient 

A ·function is said to. be homog€llOlJ.S. ill degree zero. if the. same perGentage change in.all 
variables has no effect on its value, and is an important element of optimizing behaviour 
(Varian, 19(2). Price homogeneity in a two-good demand function means the. sum of 1;he 
coefficients equals zero (Riedel, 1988). In the export supply function, this assumption would 
mean an equal percentage rise in domestic and export prices would have no effe'(t. 
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Export demand contains foreign prices, export prices and competitors' prices, but the third 
price is often ignored. Attaching estimated coefficients to the three price variabJes ~n the 
demand equation: 

(2.2) 

Imposing price homogeneity restrictions means [31= -[3r[33, so the estimate is effectively: 

A (logP" 10gP! -logPe
) 

( 
pe 'I 

fJ log _ ... _)1 
1 (p!pe 

(2.3) 

While there are accepted theoretical. grounds for price homogeneity, its use seems to be 
econometric in most cases. Estimating one coefficient instead of three can save many degrees 
of freedom in. certain estimati on proced:uresanQcan reme<iy multicollinearity between price 
variables (Senhadji & Montenegro, 1999). 

Many studies have two price variables, so many researchers perform estimations on the r3;tio 
of prices as their variable. While this implicitly assumes homogeneity (Muscatelli, Stevenson 
& Montagna,. 1995),. not all studies mention it and~ fewer actually test for the. assumption. 
Riedel (1988) and Abbott & De Vita (2002) do explicitly test for homogeneity. They list the 
price variables separately in their theoretical models, before estimating ratios I imposing 
homogeneity restrictions. 

Others specifY the.ir the.oretical models. directly as rati~ even if the. variab1e& are not in log 
form (Goldstein & Khan, 1978; Bhorat, 1988; Fallon & Pereira de Silva, 1994). Tsikata 
(1999) only has the export price in her export supply modeL 

2.2.2 It is better to list export price variables separately as their individual significance can 
be tested and own-price elasticities can be estimated. 

Section 2.2.1 presented reasons for imposing homogeneity assumptions and using price 
ratios. Not imposing a homogeneity assumption has the advantage of allowing one to test the 
significance of each price variable. While the homogeneity assumption implies no price 
variables or alL price variables are significant, this study adds competitors' prices,.. &0 it is 
particularly important to test for individual coefficients. Homogeneity can always be tested 
econometrically afterwards. 

2.2.3 Effedive exchange rates are especially inappro.priate ratios because they o.fteR over
emphasise trading partners at the expense of co.mpeting exporters. 

Econometric i.sStles, and assump.tioos- convince the authru's.-in section 2.2.1, ex.cept Goldst€:in 
and Khan (1978), to estimate single equations instead of separate demand and supply 
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equations. This and data problems cause the variables used in estimation to differ from those 
in the theoretical mode Is. 

Tsikata(1999~uses the-reaLeffectivaexchange.r.ateshas.pecifiesinherdemand equation,.Qut 
does not use the export price from her supply equation. Fallon & Pereira de Silva (1994) also 
use the real effective exchange rate. Bhorat (1998) keeps the relative prices from his supply 
equation. Wood (1995) uses the deviation of the exchange rate from purchasing power parity 
and.~ratio. of domestic. pric.es(not export prices}tntrad.in& partners' prices. 

Using real exchange rates is clearly justified when the question being asked is the effect of 
changes in the exchange rate. This. study does not ask this. question. Furthermore, only 
trading partners, not competitors, determine effective exchange rates (at least in the Pereira 
de-Silva-stud.y; the others do not re-veal the construction of their exchange rate variable). 
Future studies using future exchange rates may be more promising. The IMF is working on 
new real-effective exchange rates that capture competition more accurately (Golub, 2000). 

2.2.4While export prices and export volumes are the two separate endogenous variables, 
trade. data is oftenrecorded as. a.vaJ.ue,. which is the prodnctofvolumeandpric,e. 

"... conventional trade models ... treat import (export) quantities or prices but not their 
product as the dependent variables. Trade data, however, are oblivious to this theoretical 
nicety and are most readily available in value terms." (Goldstein and Khan, 1985:1054) 

Using any price deflator to separate the components is subject to numerous problems. 
Choosing current or base period weights, changes in quality and changes in relative product 
\Wights are problems common to many indices. Cross-country comparability problems ~re 
particularly relevant to this study (Goldstein and Khan, 1985). 

An export price-index based on actual export contracts or transactions is in principle the first 
choice (Goldstein & Khan, 1985). For industrial countries, such as those studied by Goldstein 
and Khan (1978), this option is. likely to be available. Export price indices. are usually not 
available for developing countries, long time periods and disaggregated data. Goldstein and 
Khan (19&5) list two alternatives. 

The first alternative deflator is. a unit value index. These are constructed by dividing export 
values by export volumes. The main drawback in price indices of aggregated goods is that a 
change in the oompositiGn of exports in favour of highe:t:-quahty or higher-value goods 
results in higher unit values (Mahdavi, 2000). Shiells (1991) finds that unit values do not 
greatly alter import demand elasticity estimates thatoIiginaUy used imp.ort price indic.es. 
Hanninen & Topinen (1999) and Muscatelli, Srinivasan & Vines (1992) use unit values. 

The- second alternative- is. the domestic consumer price. index (CPI) or producer price- in~x 
(PPI). While perhaps more soundly constructed, it suffers from the serious drawback that'it 
contains both tradable andnon"tradable- goods (Goldstein and Khan, 19&5). One. of the ~y 
elements of the model is relative export and domestic prices. The PPI already incorporates 
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goods destined for export, so it is not a useful proxy. Wood (1995) uses sectoral producer 
pnces. 

Tsikata (1 999} omi~ the export price variable from her study and Fallon &Pereira de SUva 
(1994) use the real effective exchange rate as a proxy. Golub (2000) studies South Mrica's 
price competitivene~, and therefore devotes much space to alternative measures of 
competitiveness, including many alternative real exchange rate constructions and relative 
unit laborn: costs. 

2.2.5 Wholesale priee indices for tradable go.ods are the best variable Co. .. domestic prices. 

The first issue is whether to use producer prices or consumer prices. Golub (2000) lists many 
drawbacks of consumer prices, notably their sensitivity to price controls and other distortions 
and their not capturing intermediate goods. 

Goldstein & Khan (1985) argue that the index should exclude non-tradable goods, rendering 
the wholesale price index or GDP deflator sub-optimaL Wood (1995), and Bhorat (1998) use 
sectoral PPI Fallon & Pereira de Silva capture all relative prices using the real effectjve 
exchange rate. Tsikata (1999) does not have a domestic price variable either. Goldstein and 
Khan (1978) use wholesale prices. 

2.2.6 Foreign countries.' import prices. should he used instead of export prices or the real 
effective exchange rate. 

Some authors. use the foreign countries' export prices as the foreign country price varia,ble 
(Goldstein & Khan, 1978; Bhorat, 1998). Wood (1995) uses sectoral producer prices in South 
Africa's most important trading. partners_ Others incQrporate foreign prices. by usingtheJ;ea1 
effective exchange rate. As is case for the exporting country, foreign countries' export price 
indices are a better option when available. 

However, foreign countries' import price indices should be used instead. After all, the 
products a foreign country imports. and the domestic country exports are likely to be clos~r 
substitutes than both countries' exports. Furthermore, an import price index should track 
clos.& domestically produced substitutes for imports than the export pricei~x. 

2.2.7 No study reviewed explicitly includes a separate variable for competing exporters, 
although some. real effective exchange ratemeasure£may capture this."aria~e. 

Within a certain industry, trade theory predicts that the products a country imports from a 
variety of sources are distinct in some way from the products it produces domestically. 
Therefore, the products exported to a country by two or more rival exporters should be closer 
substitutes.. for each othel: tb.aILfor. products produced. hy the impo~cou.ntry_ There. is 
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therefore a strong argument for including competitors' exports in the demand equation. No 
study reviewed e-xplicitly doe~ so. 

The- real effective exchange. rate is. usually trade~weighted, 00 competitors- are 
underrepresented, although some recent constructions may correct for this (Golub, 2000). 

U EXPORT QUANTl1;'IES 

Because the quantity of exports. demanded is. restricted to equal the quantity of exports supplied, 
the same variable appears in both the demand and supply equations when two equations are 
estimated.. A100g with export price, this is-the- otherendogefiQUS-variable.. 

Sometimes the data are available only in nominal values. Otherwise, measures of real exports 
s.hould be. Y.Sed. These can be. in a currency unit but at constant prices (Tsikata, 1999). ~me 
studies use indices of unit volume (Goldstein & Khan, 1978). Wood's (1995) variation is to use 
~th Africa's share ofworld exportS-while Fallon & Pereira de Silva (1994) use exports- divided 
by gross output. Exports at constant prices are subject to the flaws of price deflators. 

2.4-DOMESTIC INCOME ORP:R()I).(JCTIONCAP ACITY 

There are two issues. The first is whether the variable should be actual GDP, potential GDP or 
capacity utilization. The second is the direction. of causality between. exports and the chosen 
variable. These separate issues are often confused. 

The argument for using potential GDP or trend income is that, while exporters may be 
willing to respond to relative prices, they may not be able to. The higher a country's 
production capacity, the higher its export supply (Goldstein & Khan, 1985). This can also be 
re-presented by time or the capitaL stock (Mu.s-catelli, Stevenson & Montagna, 1995). 

2.4.2 Higher cyclical income or capacity utilization increases the profitability of selling 
domestkally, but exports can be a major contributcn~ to- aggregate demand. 

Goldstein & Khan (1985) reason that higher domestic demand pressures make selling in the 
domestic market more profitable~ and that for some teason this effect is not completely 
absorbed by relative prices. 

Arelated argument is the "vent~for~surplus" argument found in Bhorat (199&) for example. If 
producers cannot sell their products domestically, they will sell them externally. 
Alternatively, if producers cannot exhaust their production capacity with local demand, they 
will tilt their production towards foreign markets. 
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Furthermore, higher capacity utilization mean~ theoountry's production ability ~ used up. 
This affects, for example, producers' access to inputs and hence their ability to increase 
export (}utput. Again, relative prices may not capture this entirely. 

Goldstein and Khan (1985) and the "vent-for-surplus" argument highlight the effect of 
cyclical income on incentLves to exporL These arguments suggest thai 'i) causality runs from 
domestic income to exports and (ii) higher income leads to lower exports. 

H(}wever, there is a stmng reason to believe that exports and cyciicalincomeare positively 
correlated and that the causation is reversed. Simple Keynesian models list exports alongside 
domestic demand. as one of the components of aggregate expenditure". where export& are 
determined by international factors, not domestic demand. The implication is that exports 
contribute to- capacity utilizati(}n, not vice versa. 

The conflicting arguments above have serious policy implications. A key feature of GEAR is 
exp(}rt-led growth (RSA,. .1996), not exporHhe-leftovers growth. Bhorat {1998.} argues South 
African firms should seek export opportunities actively instead of being "residual" (pg 8) 
exporters. If the latter attitude prevails, mindsets- will have to- be changed f(}f exports to ~ a 
growth driver. 

2..4.3 Separ1lte-production capacity and. capacity utilization. variables should he ~d 
\ 

Tsikata (1999) uses manufacturing capacity utilization. Fallon & Pereira de Silva (1994) 
represent cyclical income using the deviation of actual from potential outpuL They firui this 
is highly correlated with manufacturing capacity utilization. Wood (1995) uses South African 
capacity utilization relative to that of her major trading partners. Riedel (1988) uses a time 
variable and Goldstein & Khan (1978) use an index of production capacity. Bhorat (1998) 
calls his variable an index of pmductioIL~,but. uses an index of the physical volume 
of production. He also includes a trend variable. 

Using only o.n.e.variable..can~onlyaddressOlle...-ofthe two issues.. Using.actuaLoutput".which is 
a combination of production capacity and capacity utilization, is unlikely to be informative. 
For examp.le; the "vent-f.Of~su.rplus" argument.ma-ydominate the K.eynesian-type argument, 
but might be overwhelmed by the production capacity effect. The resulting positive 
coefficient inconclusive.... This.. JllOt:L\lat:es-US~bothd production. potential ml(Lcapaci~y 
utilization. 

2.5 FOREIGN-INCO{\'IE 

Higher: roreign i:nwme meanS- that co:unuy consumes mO-re goods, including ~uth A:fi:i¥an 
goods. It also means more inputs are needed for its production process. This section presents the 
merits of distinguishing between c.yc!ical and trend. income and alternative-pr~ fot" world 
lUcome. 
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2.5.1 A foreign country is more likely to import after a rise in cyclical income than trend 
income. 

Section 2.4 built the case for separating trend from cyclical income in the exporting country. 
Strictly speaking, this applies to the foreign country too. Goldstein and Khan (1985) predict 
the elasticity of demand for imports is. higher for cyclical variations than for changes in tIen d 
income and cite studies that support this. None of the studies consulted do so. 

2.5.2 To achieve a. satisfactory measure of world income,. a. number of large countries' or 
trading partners' income can be added. 

Soma studies avoid aggregation issues hy including world imports directly in the model 
(Tsikata, 1999). Others sum the incomes of a handful of countries, be they the world's largest 
economies (Wood, 1995; Riedel, 1988) or the exporter's major trading partners (BOOrat, 
1998). Goldstein & Khan (1978) sum the incomes of 18 countries, weighting them by their 
share of the given exporter's exports. Bhorat and Riedel (ibid.) alsous.e some sort. Qf 
weighting - presumably a trade-weighting. 

2.5.3 Incomes are standardized for summation by converting into a common currency or 
by using purchasing power parity (PPP) GDPs. 

Whenaggregatin~ incomes for many countries, it is. important to measure each country's 
GDP consistently. This is especially important if one sees import demand as derived demand, 
because one is interested in how many products the importing country makes and therefore 
how many inputs it demands, not necessarily the value its production. None of the studles 
reviewed here specifIes how they aggregate their data. 

Because the countries have different currencies, one option is to take each country's real 
GOP and convert it into a common currency at the exchange rate prevailing in that periQd. 
This has its critics, primarily because exchange rates seldom consist of direct price 
comparis.o~ which are necessary for achi.av~comparahlelevels of production volUlll;es. 
Researchers should use purchasing power parity measures instead (Schreyer & Koechlin, 
2002). 
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CHAPTER 3. ECONOMETRIC ISSUES 

The econometric issues are introduced here because they are particularly relevant to the trade 

literature, explain why smne of the methods in other studies are flawed or unsuitable, and 

motivate the use of the co integrating V AR approach (CV AR). The two most important issues are 

simultaneity in multiple equations and non-stationarity. 

3.1 AGGREGATION, LAGS AND MULTICOLLINEARITY 

Using aggregated manufacturing trade data to calculate single elasticity estimates tends to bias 

them downwards, especially when manufacturing sub-sectors have diverse elasticities. However, 

disaggregateddata is. less reliable and the issue of how to combine the estimates has. not been 

resolved (Goldstein & Khan, 1985). 

There are good theoretical reasons tl;} include lagged values of variables in a illOOel. Exporters 

take time to adjust production and importers take time to adjust their habits. The question is not 

whether to have lags in trade models, but how (Goldstein & Khan, 1985). 

Wood (1995) includes lagged versions of some of the explanatory variables in the regression. 

This model is a kind of distributed lag model. Autoregressive models include lagged values of 

the dependent variable as an explanatory variable. The biggest danger is (Gujarati, 1995). 

occurs when the right-hand-side variableso£ a regression are linearly related.. The key problem 

is that they may be measured individually insignificant when they are significant (Gujarati, 

1995). is likely to arise because many of the variables, especially the price variables, are likely 

to be highly correlated and because lagged values of the variables are fundamental to the CV AR. 

Riedel (l9&&}inc1udes a lagged dependent variable as an explanatory variable. Fallon & Pereira 

de Silva (1994) include lagged values of both the dependent and explanatory variables in 

autoregressive distributed lag models (Gujarati, 1995). 
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3.2 SIl\J:UL T ANEITY 

There are tW(} equation&, export demand and export &upply. Thi& section will &how why it is 

generally wrong to estimate only one of the equations and why estimating reduced-form 

equations i& pmblematic. 

3.2.1 Single equatioo estimates bias tnIe demand and supply elasticities downwards,- unless 
the assumption of perfect demand or supply elasticity is valid. 

Orcutt (1950, in Goldstein & Khan.,. 19&5) states tb.at,- because quantities. and prices are 

related, single equation estimates of elasticities are biased downward. The following 

empirical export demand and supply equations, based loosely on Gujat:ati (1995), explain 

why. 

QS = a] + fJ]Jpe + J3!2Pd + fJ13 yd + Ii] 

Qd a 2 + J321 pe + Pn pf + P2,}p
c + P24.yf + 112 

QS Qd 

(3.1a) 

(3.1 b) 

(3.1c) 

The precise meanings of the variables (given in chapter 2) are not important. Export price 

(pO:) appear& in two equations. Two additions to chapter 2 are the equilibrium condition (3.1 c) 

and the error terms. Assume that some exogenous change like sanctions reduces export 

demand. This will be reflected in !l2. 

Sanctions change export supply via changes in export price- Therefore,- export price and 

export quantity are related. Furthermore, the fall in export price mitigates the negative effect 

of sanctions on export demand. Therefore, export price and the error term in the demand 

equation are related. This violates one of the assumptions required for ordinary least squares 

regression (OLS), resulting in biased estimates (Gnjarati, 1995). 

Simultaneity bias is not a problem for estimating equation 3.1a overtime if the demand curve 

is perfectly elastic. Sanctions shift the horizontal demand curve down and export supply 

adjusts via export price. However, 1321 is zero, so the OLS assumption is not violated. Studies 

have traditionally focussed on demand elasticities, assuming that supply elasticities are 

perfectly elastic (Goldstein & Khan, 1978; Senhadji & Montenegro, 1999). Bhorat (1998) 

does the. opposite. 
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3.2.2 Using reduced form equations corrects for simultaneity but can prevent the extraction 

(}f elasticities. 

GiVetL that neither demand nor supply calLbe assumed to be perfectly elastic," there are 

two options. The first is to convert the structural equations (as in 2.1 or 3.1) into reduced 

fonn equations (Goldstein & Khan:r 1985). The second option is to use simultaneous 

equation methods, introduced in 3.4. The reduced form equations have the following 

structure: 

Q=1l
0 

+1t.pl +1t
2
Pc +1t

3
yl +1t

4
yd +v 

pi? = Au + Api + ~pc + 17 f + A4 yd + OJ 

fl2a) 
(3.2b) 

More specifically, using 3.1c, rewriting 3.1b in terms ofpe and substituting into 3.1a 

yields: 

Q a]pZ] + (a2 + P22Pf + p23Pc + p24yf + pJ+ ----''---=p-fA3ya + pJ (33a) 
1321 Pu 1311 - 1321 132] II 

and therefore 

pe = _--'-_+ 1 (3.3b) 

1321 1311 pll 1321 

There is no problem in estimat~equations 3.3a and33b separately. However, it ~ 

not be possible to extract values for elasticities for coefficients like f311 and f321 in 

equation 3.1, as discussed next. 

When the coefficients of the structural equations (3.1) can be extracted from the l"educ~d
form equations, the equations are said to be "just-identified". If there are too few 

variables in an equation, thetennino.lagy is "underidentified". If there are too many, ~~e 

coefficients could take on more than one value and the equation is "overidentified" 
(Gujamti,.1995). 

The necessary conditions fOt" identifiability are based on the number of variables. in the 

system that are not in a particular equation. For an equation to be just-identified in an m 
equation system, it must exclude m-J variables that are in the system. If it excludes more 
than rn-1 variables, it is over-identified (Gujamti, 1995). As Goldstein & Khan (1985) 

claim is usually the case, system 3.1 is. overidentified, so the reduced-form approach ~11 
not work. 
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Tsikata (1999) uses a single reduced form equation. She specifies the structural equations 

in terms of pe, sets them equal to each other and sets export supply equal to export 

demand to estimate an equation for a single export quantity. She acknowledges the 

coeffici~ are not strictly elasticities., but- then interprets one of the.. coefficients.- as. an 

elasticity. At best, one can say that a given percentage change in, say, capacity utilization 

ledc~a-gi¥en. perc;;e.ntage change..in..export quantities, but one can't-say-itleads. to a lfiven 
change in export supply or demand. . 

Wood (1995) directly presents a single equation model for South Africa's share of 

exports that includes both traditional supply and demand factors. Both authors answer 

interesting questions with their models, but don't give price elasticities. The aim of this 

study is to estimate price elasticities. Therefore, simultaneous equation methods for 

estimating the structural equations must be considered (Goldstein & ~ 1985). 
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3.3 NON-STATIONARITY AND COlNTEGRATION 

This section reviews stationarity and the problems with estimations of no n-s-tatioruuy data. It will 

describe situations when two non-stationary series are said to be cointegrated, which means 

estimatiGns can be performed after all. 

3.3.1 A stationary time series has a constant me~ a constant variance and. constant 

autocorrelations for a given lag 

Figure 3.1 shows both manufacruring export prices and foreign income have risen over 

time. Both variables may have risen over time for independent reasons but it will seem 

like they move together and-are correlated- The fact that the two variables may appear 

related when they are not is the main problem with estimations involving non-stationary 

data 

······ : Exporfpricesand World Income . 

220-r-----..,...,.---~---'-~~---..~------~-_.___, 

180 

·1-4&= .-

120 :· 

1-... -.. -.. VVorld Income -- Export pricel u 
• 

Figure 3.1: The fact that world GDP and export prices have both generally 
increas€d over time may suggest- a correlatmn. th<:It is not th€re. 

Figure 3.] clearly shows that the means of both variables are not constant over time. 

Besides a ~Gflstant mean, a series must hav~ a wnstant var~e G-ver time 10- pe 
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stationary. Furthennore, auto correlations for a given lag must be consistent over time for 

the series to be stationary (Gujarati, 1995). 

3.3.2 Random walks are a common form of non-stationary series 

Assume export supply i~~ledas-afunctwll-of expOO supply ill- the prevwus penqd, a 
\ 

constant (a}and the error term (e). 

(3.4) 

When 13= 1, exports in a given time period are expected to be a units higher than in the 

previous period, resulting manon.-constant-mean. Fw:thel:more, anex,ogeJ:lOUS-sOO.ck,~n a 

given period would have an infinitely long impact on the quantity of exports supplied 

(Patterson, 2OQQ~ 

3.3.3 Non-stationary series have one or more unit roots 

Following Pattersott (2000), :r:e.-ammgittg equation 3..4 yiel4s 

(3.5) 

Defining lag operator VQt == Qt- j results in 

Q;(L- f:/L+= a + & (3.6) 

The value of L that makes the left hand side of 3.5 equal to zero is 1 . If , then L = 1. 
P 

This is where the tenn unit root comes from. The case of equation 3.4 is trivial, but a unit 

root is not as easy to find in equation 3.7. 

(3.7) 

This can be transformed to: 
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(3.8) 

Depending on the values of 131 and 1327 there can be z.er~ one or two unit roots (Patterson, 

2000). Finding unit roots gets more complicated when there are more lags, more 

variables and more than one equation. 

A series with d unit roots must be differenced d times to be stationary. A series that must 

be differencedd times is saic.Lto be integrated of order d or I(d) (Patter&on, 2000). 

3.3.4 Difference-stationary variables lead to spurious regressions, unless they are 

cointegrated 

Variables that must be differenced once to be stationary are said to be difference 

stationary. In a simulation, Patterson (2000) finds that there is a 10% chance of two 

unrelated non-stationary variables yielding an R2 greater than 0.6, The t-statistic 

associated with ordinary least squares regression (OLS) no longer follows the t

distribution, so the critical values used for inference are unreliable (Johnston & DiNardo, 

1997). This often results in regressions appearing to be more significant than they are. 

However, it is possible for a linear combination of 1(1) variables to create a stationary 

series r;. Assuming export demand and foreign GDP are 1(1)- and ~ coefficients in 

Patterson (2000): 

(3.9) 

The values of 0.9 and OA5 are examples ofweights attached to the two variables to yield 

a stationary series, and are by no means unique. They are a combination that results in a 

stationary residuaL The two I( 1) variables are therefore cointegratec.L This means that 

regressions with these variables are reliable (patterson, 2000). 

Normalising on exports and using vector notation gives 

(1 (3.10) 
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Vector notation presents what is called a cointegrating vector. When there are more than 

two-· variables in the system of equations., it is possible to have mille than one «,0-
integrating vector. The Johansen technique determines how many cointegrating vectors 

there are out of a set ofl(l) variables. (Patterson, 2000). 

The weights are the coefficients in a co-integrating regression. Specii}ring exports as the 

dependent variable and moving world income to the right hand side yields: 

(3.11 ) 

Time subscripts are added. The standard single equation cointegration test estimates 

equation 3..11 using OLS and examines the residuals for stationarity. It is called the 

OLSEG or OLS-Engle-Granger regression. Co integration requires the residuals to be 1(0) 

(Patterso.n,. 2000). 

3.3.5. Cointeg~ating relationships are a component of Error Correction Models 

A cointegrating relationship is a long-run relationship between the variables that results in 

stationary residuals. Given this is along run relationship, there are two influences on changes 

in quantity in a given period. The first is a change in foreign income in that period. However, 

only part of the adjustment takes place in the same period, so. the second influence is an 

adjustment to correct for disequilibrium in prior period(s) (patterson, 2000). 

Specifying equation 3.11 in error correctio.n fonnat makes changes in expo.rt demand a 

function of changes in foreign income and of disequilibrium in the previous period(s). 

(3.12) 

9} captures how quickly exports. change for a given change in income. If all the adjustment 

happens in the same period, 91 would be 0.5 in this case. 92 captures to what extent exports 

adjust to. restore the long run relationship. 92 should be negativ~ because exports. will fall if 

they are higher than equation 3.12 determines (Patterson, 2000). 
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3.4 ECONOMETRIC APPROACHES TO NON-STATIONARY SIMULTANEOUS 

EQUA'fIQNS 

Providedt~ equation is (just- or ovet:-} identified, simultaneous equation methods can be u~ed. 

Of these, systems methods are the most appropriate because they estimate the coefficients in·all 

thestmctural. equations in the s-ystem at the. same time, imposing all existing restrictions-. Th~y 

can be estimated using full information maximum likelihood techniques (Goldstein & Khan, 

1978). 

s.ystems methods-presented.someCOInputation d iffi cu l1ies(untihecently ),.$0. limited informat~on 

methods were used instead. Of the limited information methods, two-stage-Ieast squares (2SLS) 

is- the mo-st appropriate. This remo-ves the problem of simultaneity bias, but it is again often 

impossible to derive supply-elasticities (Goldstein & Khan, 1985). 

Riede1(19&&) uses-2SLK In additionto. OLS,.-Tsikata.(1999) applies 2SL& using a suhsti~for 

the export price variable. Riedel can extract price elasticities but Tsikata does not. These 

methods-are net explicitly designed to address non-stationarity. 

The Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) or Box-Jenkins approach combines 

autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) processes (Gujarati, 1995). Like AR pro~es, 

MA processes are used when there is serial correlation in the error term, but the serial correlation 

is specified slightly differently in each case (Patterson., 2000). 

In this approach, non-stationary variables are differenced until they are stationary. The main 

drawback is that the information contained-in long.,.run relationships - the very elasticities.- t~is 

study intends estimating are lost (Gujarati, 1995). The number oflags for each variable and 

en:Oftermisooterminoousingaut.ocon:elation meas.w:es.-anddiagnostic checks, but can be.higll1y 
subjective. 

Finally, the-ARlMA approach is designed foL~-eqllations While the~process can pe 

repeated in each equation, simultaneity problems arise. Finding unit roots and determining the 

order of integration beoomes·wmbersomefor systems. of equations. 

The alternative method is the Engle-Granger approach introduced at the end of section 3.3. 

Estimating a single OLSEGregression would create simllltaneityprobletnS..-Ihe example u.s.e4 to 
illustrate such problems was the change in price in the demand equation resulting from a shock 

to the error term (section 3.2.1). This is. closely related to the broader concept of endogenei~ 

(price was endogenous). Endogeneity makes the OLSEG estimator biased and makes the 

relevant t-statistics unreliable (Patterson, 200~). 
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For this reason, Phillips and Hansen developed the fully modified OLS (FMOLS) estimator, 

although it is not- guaranteed-to- be... beneficial {patterson, 2000).- In their estimate of a sipgle 

demand equation Senhadji & Montenegro (1999) use FMOLS. 

Muscatel~$rinivasan &- Vines- (1992}-use ECMs in their two-step procedure They first use 

FMOLS on equations for demand and supply to get long run cointegrating relations. Then they 

use ECMs to explain short run changes- in the variables. Using Riedel's- data, they get v~ry 

different results to Riedel (1988) himself Their article is an example of how confusing the 

terminology can he.. They refer to their approach as. a systems method when iLappears to be a 

two-stage approach modified for non-stationarity. 

ECMs-can-oo readily applied in genuine systems estimation methods, as is discussed in chap~r 

4. 
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CHAPTER 4. THE COINTEGRA TING VECTOR 

AUTOREGRESSION METHOD 

This study uses the CV AR approach, which provides a systematic way of dealing with non

stationary variables in a simultaneous equation system. 

This chapter describes how the specified model can be estimated as a system of vector 

autoregressions (V AR). V ARs must be reparameterised into vector error correction models 

(VECMs) to establish the cointegrating relationships among 1(1) variables when there are 

multiple equations. The process for finding thesecointegrating vectors and estimating them is 

complicated by the possible existence of trends and intercepts in the model. Identification issues 

are crncialfor deriving economically meaningful estimates and are discussed along with the 

concept exogeneity. 

In summary, the CV AR approach follows the following procedure. The variables in the model 

are examined to see what their order of integration is. All variables are estimated as a system in 

an ECM corresponding to a V AR with a chosen number of lags and subject to restrictions 

imposed on intercept and trend variables in the model. Amongst the 1(1 ) variables, tests for the 

number of unit roots. and cointegrating relations are performed. These are identified on 

theoretical grounds to yield interpretable estimates of long run relationships and short run 
dynamics. 

4.1 VECTOR AUTOREGRESSIONS 

A vector autoregression specifies each variable in the model as- a function of lagged- va.lues \If 
itself and lagged values of all the other variables in the system. In other words, each variable is 

described by an autoregressive model (Patterson, 2000). A VAR is characteristic of the ~op 
down approach to econometrics. It is based on the premise that all variables are related to all 

other variables without a priariassumptions. or restrictions (Gujarati, 1995). 

Assume a V AR with two lags and three variables. This can be represented as: 

Yl,r = f..lt + IIrlYt,r-l + II12yl,t-Z + IlBY2,t~1 + IIt<tY2;r-2 + II15Y3,t-r + II16Y3,t-2 + eu 

YZ,t = f.l2 + II21Yl,t-l + II 22Yl,t-2 + II 23Y2,t-l + II24Y2,t-2 + II 25Y 3,H + TI 26Y3,t-2 + 6 2,t (4.1) 

)\t = f.l3 + TI31Yl,t-l + TI32J\t-2 + TI33YZ,t-l + TI34Y2,t-2 + TI35Y3,t-l + TI36Y3,t-2 + 6 3,t 
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Where ll;,j [i=(l ... 3); j=(l ... 6)] refers to the estimated coefficient and Yk.t-l (k=(l ... 3); 1=(1 ;2)] 

refers to the selected variable and the lag length. This can be expressed in matrix form: 

Yt =J1+II1Yt - 1 +IT zYt-2 +E t 

where 

(4.2) 

Y t i& a vector of the m variables , J1is a vector of m constants, n i is a matrix of dimension 

m x m for time period t - i (there is one for each lag) - and G t is a vector of errors. 

4.2 TRANSFORMING, A V AR INTO A VECTOR ERROR CORRECTION MODEL 

Equation 3.12 is an ECM for a single equation. A V AR can be transformed into a vector error 

correction model (VECM}. The VECM attributes changes in each endogeoou& IO} variable to 

adjustment to a long term co integrating relationship and to changes in the other variables. 

The simple ECM is based on the notion of adjusting to a long mn cointegratingrelationship, and 

is therefore intimately tied to the concepts of non-stationarity and co integration. This will be 

discussed in a V AR context in &ection 4.3. Section 4.2 extend& the simple ECM to allow for 

more variables, more lags, and eventually more co integrating relationships. It builds up to 

equation 4.11, the starting point in many articles that use VECMs. 

In the same way that equation 3.11 was transformed to equation 3.12, systems like 4.1 can be 

transformed into a VECM. Patterson (2000) gives the following example; the numbers are values 

for 82 as defined in equation 3.121: 

Ayu = -1 124r,t-I + 1 I 4~2,t~1 + 5 u 

Ayu 1I8fl,t-l - 5/8f2,t_l +52,1 

AY3,t = 1/4fl,t_1 + 3/8';2,1-1 + 5 3,[ 

Two co integrating relations are given: 

~.t-l=Yl,t 1/8Yz,t 

f2,t-l Y2,t -1/4Y3,t 

(4.3a) 

(4;3b) 

(4.3c) 

(4.3d) 

(4.3e) 

1 While it would be nice to use variables from the trade model, the signs on the coefficients used by Patterson for 
illustration don't fit the economic theory discussed in ~hapter 2. 
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There is no. S3,t-l with three variables, it is Po.ssible to. have up to. two. cO. integrating 

relationships- (patterson, 2000). How these cointegrating relationships are established js the 

subject QfsectiQns 4.3-4.6. Patterso.n (2000) co.ntinues: 

(4.4) 

In matrix no.tatio.n: 

AYt «(l.'YH + Et (4.6) 

Matrix a. co.ntains the co.efficients that shQW the speed o.f adjustment to. Io.ng run equilibrium. 

W is the matrix of Io.ng run coefficients (Patterson, 2000); each ro.w represents. a 

co.integrating relatio.n. Thus, the VECM captures adjustment to. equilibrium and the 

cointegrating relations governing that equilibrium. 

Determining the number o.f co integrating relatio.ns, which is discussed later, requires defining 

11: =«jl' 

It is impo.rtant to. adjust the VECM fo.r cases of mo.re than Qne lag. Just as the change in Yi at 

time t is defined in terms of changes in all the variables in t-l, changes in Yt in t-l are defined 

in terms Qf changes in al1 the variables in 1-2. Therefo.re, a seco.nd lag is captured in the 

follo.wing functional form (patterson, 2000): 

AYt =llYH +rAYt_l +E t 

Equation 4.8 is a VECM based on V AR equation 4.2. A pth order V AR 

(4.9) 

co.rresPo.nds to. VECM 
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(4.10) 

Some variables might be 1(0) exogenous variables. For this reason, ",D t is added to the V AR, 
resulting in t:haoomple:ta VECM.(pesaran & Pesaran, 1997): 

(4.11) 

Equation 4.11 is the canonical starting point for many articles that use VECMs. 

Finally, Patters.on (2000)-introduces-a companion matrix, which is necessary for deter:rn,ining 

the number of cointegrating relationships when there is more than one lag. 

(II 
1 lIz n p_1 IIp 

I 0 0 0 

0 I 0 0 
C (4.12) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 I o ) 

4.3 NON-STATIDNARlTY, lJNIT ROOTS AND COINTEGRATING VECTm;tS 

In a single equation, a unit root in the series implies non-stationarity and a spurious regression, 

unless the series are co integrated. This applies to a system of equations, but the process- of 

findiIJ.g unit roots and establishing cointegration is more complex. 

Patterson (2000) extends the-lag operator of section 3.1.3 to multiple variables: 

(4.13) 

The eigenvalues are the values for 01 thatsolve..the..re.vers.e.characteristic polynom~al 

(4.14) 

where I I denotes determinant (ibid.). While the link between 4.13 and 4.14 may be clearer, it is 

customary in multivariate models to define the eigenvalues as the roots v that solve (ibid.) 
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(4-.l5) 

{() = 11 v. A system is stable if all values of v have modulus less than 1. The number of unit roots. 

is the number of eigenvalues equal to one (ibid.). Extending equation 4.15 to multiple lags 

employs the companion matrix. 

(4.16) 

The number of non-zero eigenvalues in thecompanion matrix is the number of unit roots ~n the 

system (ibid.). 

Patterson (2000) shows how unit roots reduce the rank of II. The rank (r) of a matrix is the 

number oflinearly independent rows (equations) it contains (Chiang, 1984). Analogously, there 

is a link between r and the number of linearly independent cointegratin~ vectors (lohnstqn & 

DiNardo, 1997). 

If 1 ::; r ::; k, whet:e k is the nu.:mher of vat:iables. and hence e'luatioos in the system, then r equals 

the number of co integrating vectors and is the cointegrating rank. The best way to find r in this 

context is to. determine the number of non-zero eigen-values{patterson, 2000). 

4.4 TREl'I'DS, CONSTANTS AND EXOGENEITY 

Thenatureoftt:endsand constants/intercepts in the mooeL affects the critical valuesfor selecting 

the number of co integrating relationships (pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). A constant or trend in the 

model can come from the oointegrating relations. and/or trends in the data. Most sets of critiqal 

values allow for five combinations of trend and constant (ibid.); this section addresses the most 

impG-rtant choices for this stu9Y. 

A cons.tant in the V AR can arise from twa sources TheJ'irst.iS- a constant in. t:h.ecointegrat~ng 

regression. Patterson (2000) agrees that, as for almost all linear regressions, most applications 

should allow fOf a constant in the cointegrating regression. The second source isa linear trenq in 

the data, as explained using equation 4.17. 

(4.17) 
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If a and b are positive, X will rise over time. A visual inspection of the series in this export 

model i& likely to.. reveal such trends. This justifies speci:f:Ying a separate constant in the VECM 

(Patterson, 2000). 

Like the constant, .. 3-. time.. variable. in. the. VAR has two. possible.. origins.... The. first i& a time 

variable in the cointegrating relationship. This is justified when the relatio.nship between the 

variables changes o.ver time. (Patterson, 2000.~ It is- quite possible, fo.r example, for the 

relationship invo.lving export demand and fo.reign inco.me to have changed as Wo.rld trade relative 

to. world GDP has increased consistently over time.. Patters-on recommends plotting the 

co integrating relations (for example, ql and fro.m system 4.3) over time and seeing whether 

they are constant or need a time variab)e. 

The-secondwurce-is~· quadratic- trend-inthe.datai£ the. model contains unit roots.(Abho.tt &De 

Vita, 2.0.02). Visual inspections show this is unlikely. Therefo.re, a time variable will not be 

sp€cifiedseparately in the VECM. 

LR tests for the exclusion of variables canalS(} be applied to. trends and constants. (Pesaran, & 

Pesaran, 1997). 

The additions. are the-. intercept (ao.) and. trend variable. (ale). The 5 cases differ according to 

whether each of these (pesaran & Pesaran, 1997) 

• is restricted to ~ero 

.. is restricted to the values given by the cointegrating relations 

• is also. allowed to. consist o.f linear o.r quadratic trends in the data. 

This study will leave ao unrestricted. ·31 wilL either be restricted to zero or to the value o.f the time 

co.efficients in the co integrating vectors. 

So.me variables may po.ssibly be treated as exo.genous. Exogeneity is. anathema to a V AR, but 

can save many degrees o.f freedo.m (patterson, 2.0.00). In so.me forms, saying x is exogenous is 

equivalent to saying that the other variables do not Granger.,.cause x (pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). 

The VECM only estimates equatio.ns for the endo.geno.us variables, but the equatio.ns are 

expressed in terms o.fboth the endogenous. and exogeno.us variables. 

2 This equation combines those formulated by Pesaran& Pesaran (1997) and Pattersoll.(20QO). 
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4.6 IDENTIFICATION 

This section applies identification issues to VECMs. 

The two cointegrating relations from system 4.3 are: 

= Yl,t lISy 2,t 

= Y2,t -1I4Y3,t 

(4. 19a) 

(4.19b) 

The coefficients are restricted to zero on Y3.t in 4.19a and on Y 1,t in 4.19b. It is necessary to have 

some variables in the system that are not in that equation for that equation to be identifted. 

Alternatively, restrictions can set coefficients on two variables equal to each other (patterson, 

2(00). For example, 4.19a could have been restricted as (ibid): 

(4.20) 

In addition to the common normalisations, there must be at least 1'-1 restrictions applied 

separately to each of the r cointegrating vectors (pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). The generic form is 

Rill. = O. Each column in ~ represents a cointegrating vector. Each row in R represent~ a 

restriction (Patterson, 2000). 

Theory guides the identification process, which usually results in there being more than the 

required number of restrictions. Linear homogeneity assumptions might motivate an equality 

restriction. Alternatively, two cointegrating vectors could be assumed to be demand and supply 

equations (Johnston & DiNardo, 1997). 

fJQ 

j3Pe 

(~ 
0 1 0 0 0- 0 

j3Pd 

~(~) 0 0 0 0 1 0 
fJPj (4.21a) 

{Jpc 

l j3yd 

l (J}j' ) 
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( fi
Q 

fiPe 

r~ 
0 0 1 0 0 0 fiPd 

m 0 0 0 1 0 0 fip! (42lb) 

lo 0 0 0 0 0 1 fiPe 

fiyd 

(fi)i) 

4.21 a sets domestic prices. and domestic income equal to zem j as these are not demand factors. 

4.21 b sets fDreign prices, cDmpetitDrs' prices and fDreign incDme equal to. zero, because they are 

no.t supply factDrs. In additiDn to the restrictiDns in system 4.21, expDrt quantity Dr export pri<Xl is 

usually set equal to' Dne to' nDrmalise each vectDr (pattersDn, 2000; AbbDtt & De Vita, 2002). 

Muscatelli, Srinivasan & Vines (1995} cite Riedel's assertion that estimated elasticities depend 

critically Dn nDrmalisatiDn. NDrmalising the demand equatiDn Dn price and the supply equatiDn 

on quantity yields infinite price elasticities while normalising the demand equatiDn on quantity 

and the supply equatiDn Dn price yields lDW price elasticities and high incDme elasticities, as 

fo.und in single equation estimates Dfdemand. 

Muscatelli et al (ibid.) assert this prDblem is alleviated if full systems techniques including 

ECMs are used. Athukorala & Riedel (1994) rebuke this assertion, claiming the prDblem arises 

frDm the use Dfthe OLS-based Phillips-Hansen estimatDr. They state"ML techniques do. sDlve the 

nDrmalisation problem. The JDhansen approach is an ML estimator of a full system, so. 

nDrmalising Dn price Dr quantity will nDt affect the results. 
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CHAPTER.5 __ DATA ISSUES 

Chapter 2 introduced the variables to be used in the model. Using trade data is like eating a 

Vienna saygage: the-less- you--ktww about it~oontents, tOO ~ This is-probably why. S() ~yv 

papers (not only brief journal articles) discuss data problems and even fewer do anything about 

them (Debhbakhsh, 2(02). 'I' 00 many authors. are less. transparent than theysho.uldhe_ 

This chapter goes into more detail than chapter 2, explaining the variables used, their sources and 

their CGnst:J:uGtion. It also soows- oomeoi'the actual- sefies. ORe of the aims- oi'thisstudy i& to 

investigate the sensitivity of the results to different data series. The data is therefore analysed for 

oo-nsistenq- between the various..- constructions-, The visual- inspections. are also- used to look ~r 
possible relationships between the variables that are consistent with the theoretical hypotheses. 

As.a framework, equation 2.1 isrepr~d. 

X S f(pe ;pd ;yd) 

X d = g(pe ~pf ~pc ~yf ) 

x S is the volume of exports supplied 

X d is the-velumeof expeffs-demancled 

pe is the export price 

pd is the domestic price 

(5:'1 ) 

yd represents measures of income, production capacity or capacity utilization in the exporting country 

pi is the foreign price 

pC is competitoIli' prices 

yl is.foreign income 

5.1 LENGTH OF DATA SERIl4S 

Vector autoregressions require many ohservations (patterson, 20(0). They also require long time 

spans to allow sufficient opportunity for enough shocks to take place and for adjustment to those 

shocks to occur. Scarce observations might force researchers to drop variables andlor use shOl1;er 

lags than otherwise. 
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Muscatelli, Srinivasan & Vines (1992) have quarterly data from 1972 to 1984. Hanninen & 

Teppinen (1999} use 60 quarterly observations. They include many price variables and use the 

homogeneity assumption to save degrees offreedom. Bhorat (1998) estimates monthly data from 

1995-2000. While this may be a similar number of observations, thetime span is insufficient. Six 

years is nowhere near long enough for the CV AR to estimate long-run relationships. 

CUffent database~ de :net go. back far enough, ~ some data were captured manually fr{)ffi vanQus 

printed sources. Long time series are prone to definitional adjustments and inconsistencies. In 

some cases, <.latafrom vari~ sour~ was. merge.c.L In o.therSy proxies were necessary. This is a 

serious drawback. It is no good developing ever-sophisticated econometric techniques ifthe data 

quality i~ poor (Dezhbakhsh, 2002) - the garbage-in-garbage-out principle. still applies. Data 

quality and consistency motivated Bhorat's (1998) decision to use a short data series. 

This study uses. quarterly <.lata from 1975,..2QQQ aruLannual <.latafro.m 1961-2000. Given the 

CV AR's need for observations and the relatively large number of variables this study employs, 

the advantages ef lenger time series outweigh the disadvantages. 100 quarterly ebservations 

provide enough freedom to use many variables and lags if necessary and 25 years is a long

enough time span. The 40 annual observatio.ns are the bare-minimum, but the time span is nice 

and long. 

In the data Gapturing and merging process, aU indices are set equal to. 100 in the ft.rst year (1975 

or 1961). The data were thoroughly inspected for nonsensical observations and obvious cases of 

the source's being wro.ng were corrected.. Sometimes, later versions o.f a given so.urce- have, a 

different number for a given observation than the earlier versions. The later version was used. 

5.2 EXPORT VOLUME 

Export volmne- is too variable. used for export quantity demanded and for expert quantity 

supplied. 

5.2.1 Tbe .. e a .. e many reaSODS m be c()Dce .. ned alwu-t South· Af .. ican. trade data 

Wood (1995) does an in-depth investigation into South African trade data: Much trade data 

co.vers the South African Customs Union (SACU); so-exports from South Africa to the rest pf 

SACU are excluded and exports by the rest of SACU to the world are included. This tends to 

understate exports. According to. v.arious i.ssues. of Statistics South Africa's Quarterly 
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Review, export volume statistics are fortunately a rare exception; they are from South Africa 

only. 

Wood (1995) continues; ExpQ.rters:n:tay have the incentive to mig... invQ-ice their expQ.rts, either 

to qualifY for government subsidies or for exchange control reasons. Authorities have also 

played their part by listing many goods as uncJassified. Wood suspects these may be arms 

sales. There is no way of knowing what portion of unclassified materials is manufactures. 

Furthermm:e, Rustomjee (1992, cited in Wood, 1995) argues :n:tany products are i~ctly 

classified as manufactures because they are simple mineral beneficiation. 

5.2.2 Export volume~ Co.mbine data from the TIPS database and frmn- various-~cs 

South Africa publications 

The trade andindustrial policy secretaciat(TIP&}has. Standard Industrial Cl~ification (SIC) 

data for manufacturing sub-sectors from 1988 in quarterly format and from 1970 in annual 

fmmat. TIPS's source is the Department of CustQ-IDS and Excise. The data is in real 1995 

Rand values, derived using producer prices, consumer prices and national accounting 

deflators. The 1995 Rand values are added to arrive at total manufacturing and tn.en 

converted into an index. The only source of imperfection is that the sub-sectoral data were 

already O-es€aSQ-llalised. 

Quarterly data from 1975 to 1995 was taken frGIn various issues of the QuarteJ:'ly Bulletin of 

Statistics, published by Statistics South Mrica. Annual data from 1961 to 1995 was taken 

from Statistics Yearbooks, also. publis.h.ed- by Statistics. So.uth Africa. Statis.tic£ So.uth. Africa 

also used Department of Customs and Excise data. The series were inexplicably discontinued 

in 1996. There were base and presu:n:tably definitional changes in 1985 and 198.&. Statistics 

South Africa also changed from the International Standard Industrial Classification to the 

StandauLlndustrial Classification in 1988. Given the aggregate nature of theclat:a,- this- is 

unlikely to be important. 

There is an eight-yea!" perio.d of overlap fo.r the quarterly data and a 25-year overlap fm: the 

annual data. The values are inexplicably greater in the data sourced from Statistics South 

Africa-over this perio<l Th.ereful'e.,-two series.are~Both use combin~ofTIPS ~d 

Statistics South Africa data. One uses TIPS data (henceforth TIPS series) from 1988 onwards 

fm: quarterly data and from 1970 onwards for annual data, using StatistiGs South Africa data 

for the rest, while the other uses TIPS data from 1996 onwards only (henceforth SSA data). 
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Attempt& were made at extrapolating the TIPS data backwards, or, alternatively, the. SSA 

data forwards . The period of overlap was carefully studied for a ratio or linear relationship 

between the data series.. ~suc.h relations.h~p was appa.rent, ruling out an-adjustment to <;me 

of the series. Using two series is the best option . The annual series are compared in figure 

5.1. 

5.2.2 Export volu.~ ha.ve grown-Significantly s.ince..19-6l-- aI.most thI~ee.-foldsince-19.90. 

The blue and red series overlap before 1970 and after 1996 because the pre-1970 data is 

Stati&tics. South. Africa d.ata...in both.-cases and the post-1996 data is TIPS data in both cases. 

The intermediate years are when both sources offered alternative data series . The blue line 

shows. the SSA observations are higher than the TIPS observations. 

Alternative data series for Export Volume 

900-r-----------------------, 
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O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1965 1970 1975 198a 1985 199a 1995 2000 

1- SSA - TIPS ! 

Figure 5.1: The observations based on Statistics South Africa data are higher than 
those in the TIPS data over tile period where comparisons are avaiJ.ablc. The blue 
line is covered by the red. line before 1970 and after 1996 as the two series are 
identical over these periods. 
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Exports have grown more or less consistently since 1961, almost doubling since 1994 and 

tripling since 1990. Table 5.l presents TIPS values for manufactured exports in billions of 

1995 Rands, showing much of the rise occurred from 1994 to 1996. 

Year Rbn 1995 

1988 29 

1994 45 

1995 58 

1996 68 

2000 87 
Table 5 I. Real Manufactured 

EXP0l1S 

The absolute rise in the late 1990s in particular wi.ll be compared to changes in other 

variables. A graph in natural logarithms reveals a perhaps more surprising picture. Figure 5.2 

shows that exports have been growing at more or less the same rate since the mid 1980s; 

export growth did not only start accelerating in the late 1990s. 

Natural logarithm of Export Volume 

7 . 0~--------------------------------------~ 

6.5 

6.0 

5.5 

5.0 

1965 t970 t975 1980 1985- t990 1995- 2000 

1- LTIPS - LSSA i 

Figure 5.2. Exports have been growing at a consistent rate since before 1985. 
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5.3 EXPORT PRICES 

EXPQrt prices are the prices South African producers get fur their eXPQrts, and should be 

positively correlated with export supply. They are also the prices foreigners pay for South 

AfricaILproduc1:s.,-and~ .be. negatively_ correlated.. w.ith.- export. demand I:herfLare..two 
variables export unit values and a producer price index for exports. Each of these in turn has 

alternative OOBstructions. 

5.3.1 All prices are converted to US Dollars 

For consis.teng.r hetween all forms. of exporL prices.,.. foreign prices. and competitors' prices, 

these must be stated in a common currency, chosen to be US Dollars. For consistency 

between domestic pric.es and export prices~ the former are also converted to US Dollars. 

Exchange rates were sourced at the International Monetary Fund's (IMF) International 

Financial Statistics da~e. 

5.3.2 Expm't unit value.s combine SIC data from the TIPS database and from various 

Statistics South Africa publications 

Chapter 2 introduced the difference between export unit values and export price indices. The 

former are derived by dividing export value by export volume while the latter are based on 

direct measures of prices o£exported goods. The estimation section refers to both forms of 
data as export price. 

Export unit value data was taken from exactly the same sources as export volumes. As fur 

volumes, there are disparities between the sources. The source of the disparities in both 

volume& and unit values appears ta be a different deflator. While volumes are higher in the 

SSA data, prices are lower in the SSA data. Any regressions that use SSA volumes will use 

SSA unit values and the same applies for TIPS data. 

5.3.3 Two export price indices are derived using price indices for total production and for 

Soutll Mrican cOIlSUmption 

Goldstein &. Khan (1985) assert export price indices are superior to unit values, but Shiells 
(1991) suggests the difference is not important This study will check for systematic 

differences-illrthaest~tes. 
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Statistics South Mrica only started producing export price indices in 1995, so they have to be 

derived using price data for total South African Production (henceforth all goods) and for 

South African production for domestic consumption (henceforth domestic goods). The data 

are taken from Statistics South Africa's statistical releases. of price indices. The-construption 

is based on the following formula. 

T aD+(l a)E (5.1) 

PPI for all goods is a weighted average of price indices for domestic goods (D) and for 

exported goods (E). a is the share of production that is consumed domestically. As a result, 

the export price index is 

E=T 
aD 

1 a 
(5.2) 

Finding varnes for a is not straightforward. While manufucturing's share of domestic goods 

and of all goods is available, it was possible to calculate manufacturing's share of exports 

directly only from very recently. This is why two alternative measures for export PPI were 

constructed. 

For the first construction, data on manufacturing's share of all goods (i r J and on 

manufacturing's- share. of domestic. goods- [MDiareavailable. To derive-the. share-.. of 
D ) 

man ufactures that is consumed domestically [:: )req uires multi plication by the share of all 

South African output produced for domestic consumption. This is an imperfect measure, as 

this-share is-not· the same fo1: all sectors of the econGmY. This data was derived using the 

share of exports of goods and non-factor services to GDP, supplied by the Reserve Bank. 

The second-CilllS-truction-YSeS-t~recent.weighting~given by Statistics Sout~Africa, but fqr 

the entire series. The drawback is this doesn't allow for changes in the weighting of exports. 

FOI: the other variables, use<i in both calculations, Statistics South Africa only sees it fit to 
change the weighting occasionally, so this simpler measure is not as inferior as it may seem 

at first. 
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5.3.4 The expol1: PPI measures are practicaJly identical, so only one is used, but they diffel' 

from the unit values. 

Figure 5.3 shows that the first construction, export PPI with the varying weightings for 

domestic production (PPIEXPV), is practically the same as the second construction, export 

PPI with a fixed weighting for domestic production (PPIEXPF). The quarterly data are 

slightly different, but only from the 1990s onwards, when exports increased significantly. 

Therefore, only PPIEXPV is used. 

The export PPI and unit values differ, although they teoo to converge towards the end ofthe 

time period. The TIPS measure is especially different. 

Export Prices 

600~------------------------------------~ 

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

S.SA$- PPIEXPVI 
-- T~PS$- -- PP~EXPF 

Figure 5.3: The PPI measures are practically identical and converge with the unit 
vallie series 10wards the ~nd 0f the sampJe ~riod. 
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5.3.5 Export prices rose sharply in the 1970s and fell in the 1990s 

The key features. of the data are the three-fold rise in export prices (four-fold according to 
TIPS data) in the 1970s, two sharp spikes in TIPS prices in 1980 and 1987, and a fall in 
prices from. around 1990, depending o.n the data series. Prices have fallen hyup to. o.ne third 

since 1995. Importantly, this latest fall shows the depreciation of the Rand has not been 

completely o.ffset by rising prices-. Falling export prices may have led to. higher demand for 
exports over the last decade or so, but other prices must also be considered. 

5.4 OTHER PRICES 

Export prices must be compared to other prices 10 d.etermine their relative attrac.tivenes~ for 
domestic producers and foreign consumers. 

5.4.1 Domestic prices an highly conelated withexpol't pI"ices 

The domestic price index is the series used in the construction of the export price indices, as 
explained in section 5.3.3. Some of the correlation visible in figure 5.4 ~ attributable 10 t11,is. 

Apart from the early 1990s, variable weight export prices move almost identically to domestic 

prices. The starting values are artificially set equal to each o.ther, so. the prices- are not necessarily 
at the same leve1. The correlation between the price indices is closer than between domestic 
price::> and unitvalues. 
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Domestic Prices and Export Prices 

500~--------------------------------~ 
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Figure 54 : The PPJ for domestic goods and export prices are almost perfectly 
con-elated 

5.4.2 Foreign prices are import-weighted averag.es. of major trading. partners' 

manufacturing import prices for qual·tel"ly data and manufacturing wholesale prices fOI" 

annual data. 

For quarterly data, manufacturing import pnce indices for the Untied States, United 

Kingdom, Germany and Japan are used. These countries were South Africa 's four largest 

total export destinations thmughout the 1990s, representing R 89 million out ofR 226 bilhon 

in 2000 (Absa, 2001). The price sourced from the OEeD. 

There are several aggregation pmblems. The OEeD data is in index form with a common 

base of 1995= 100. This means any average is not a true average. In summary, aggregating 

such data means that abso-lute price changes in countries with low actual prices are 

overweighted. 
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The data are weighted by each country' ~ import volumes. The DEeD also provide~ volul:"lli(s, 

but they were hard to interpet. This is because all prices indices have a common base, yet 

DEeD exportvalue~are still theproouct-ot'-~priGe and- V(}lume- dat& Afoor failing 10 find 

alternative volume measures, current values (converted to US Dollars) were used instead. 

The data are OOweV€f ~ti.ll weighted- by rtml e-xpGft-s, as- explained-next-

With satisfactory volume data, the weighting formula for each period in a four-country case 

WOttld be: 

(5.3) 

pf is- the-foreign-prire-index-, pi is the-priee-levcl-:i-n-eottntry-t and-tis- the-v~freah~ports 
in country i. If only current values are available, pi can be used to deflate the series: 

(5.4) 

N' is fue-ctlffenivaffie-of e-xpOOs-ift eeuntry-io 1'lHs-me-ans-eqttation 5-:3- eaft be-ex(}f~d in 

termsofCUIlent values. 

(5.5) 

Another drawback is that the weighting is by total imports, not manufacturing imports. 

F or annual S8ries, the OOGO-- data-is--nm· avai~ 1'00 United King-dGm- and-U nited- StCltes 

have data on manufacturing prices. Germany and Japan only provide total wholesale prices, 

and-do SO- from a bit later than 19.6.LSeries.witlLalLfuw: countries and with only theUK8{ld 

US had a correlation coefficient of 0.99, which is high even if the series are not co integrated. 

This motivates only using US and UK data for the index. It was constructed using the same 

aggregation process as the quarterly data. 
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5.4.3 Competitors' prices are export-weighted ave."ages of three competitors' export prices 

f9-1' qual-"iel'ly-data- ami twO-~~titMs-' (WodtK-eJ! JW~es ~ aDnual data~ 

The competitors chosen for quarterly data are Mexico, Hungary and South Korea. The main 

reason was d.a.taavailability,. hutt.he-thr:eecountries- conveniently repres.enLc.ompetitors 14at 

are close to export markets in North America, Eastern Europe and South East Asia. The data 

come from the same SOUfGeS as fore~gn price data aoo are subject to the same aggregation 

procedure 

Producer prices-are used-Jor annual d.ata,- buLHlJogariao datais not availahle from 1961. The 

correlation coefficient between series including and excluding Hungary is 0.98, so only 

South Korean and Mexican data are used 

5.4.4 After being persistently higher fo." almost 20 years, export prices have moved into line 

wiili-co.mpetitors-' prices. 

South African Export Prices, 
Gompet~ExpGftPFiGes and F9RHgn-lmport Prices- ' 

240~----------------------------------~ 

200 

160 
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80~~~~~~~.-~-.~~~~-.~~~~ 
1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

)-- EXPPV -- PCOMP -- PFOREIGNI 

Figure 5.5: The South African export PPI has moved into line with competito[~ in 
recent limes, but seems more closely correlated with foreign prices. 
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Figure 5.5 graphs quarterly data because the quarterly co.nstruction is better and because the 

effects-ef CUH€tlGy cfises-in-Soo~.A:fi:iGa's.-compe~e vi-sible. l'heMexiGan-Gfises-mthe 

early 1980s and mid 1990s and the Korean crisis in 1997 saw sharp price falls. There were 

s~ lises- SQGn- tberea.ftet:, wh~ are only partlyattributa.b1e to cUTret:lC¥recov:er"ies, This 

means co.mpetitors have not held onto price advantages after a depreciation. The same can be 

sai4efSeuthAfi:i£ainthe~1-9&Os-,-lwt-1l(}t-in-the 1-990& 

Using 1975 as a base, So.uth Mrica was relatively unco.mpetitive fro.m the late 1970s to the 

late 1-990-s, .Pr-i£es were i-lllil±e witncompetitGrs' prices-sillGetllim. Quartedy uni-t values- haye 

no.t fallen enough to. restore the 1975 price ratio.. 

So.uth African and fo.reign prices mo.ved almost identically fro.m 1961 until abo.ut 1980, when 

Se-~Africa-~ relati¥elyunwmpeti.tive. l'berompariwlls between-South Afri£an·and 

fo.reign prices in the 1980s and early 1990s depend o.n the cho.ice o.fvariable. All variables 

showmooningful relativeco&ad:va.ntagegains:fut:SouthAftican in the late 199Qs. 
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5.4.6 There is a close relationship between foreign prices and exports from 1975 to 1988 

Quarterly data show TIPS export volumes and foreign pri~s moved together until about 

1993. Figure 5.6 presents the closest obvious relationship between a price variable and 

exports. Given the complex nature of the relationship hetween exports and the other price 

variables, this is not surprising. The suggestion in figure 5.6 is that higher foreign prices 

entice p-roducers to produce for export. This relationship breaks down fundamentaLly in 1988 

for the SSA export data. The rise in exports since 1988 cannot necessarily be attributed to 

rising foreign prices. 

Export Volumes and Foreign Prices 
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Figure 5.6: Export volumes and foreign prices were closely con'elated until the 
early 1990s 

5...4.1 Relative. pcic.esdo. notreve.alany clear ... elationshi~s 

Graphs of ratios of export prices to domestic prices, South African prices to foreign prices 

and South African prices to competitors ' prices were inspected. The ratio.. patterns diffet:ed 

according to the variable used to represent each price. No clear relationships between relative 

prices and export volumes.. were visi.ble. 
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This has two. pDssible implicatiDns. The first pDssibility is that prices have a relatively limited 

role to play, and that the income variables. to be discussed next are more impDrtant The 

second possible implication is that the relative prices are acting on both the demand and 

supply sides Df exports.. Separate relationships posited for export suppLy and export demand 

are nDt evident in the graphs. 

5.5 INCOME AND CAPACITY VARIABLES 

Higher foreign incomes are generally expected to result in higher expDrts. The main issue is hDW 

to aggregate foreign GDPs to represent world income. While South Africa·' s production potential 

should be positively correlated with expDrts, section 2.4.2 explained why the relationship 

involving capacity utilization is subject to debate. The main data issue is the cDnstruction of 

potential GDP. 

5¥5.1 FGreigR In~~ is represented. by the United States,. Untied KingdGm," Gel1 many a~d 

Japan, aggregated using exchange rates or purchasing power parities. 

As for foreign prices, the United States, United Kingdom, Germany and Japan were cho~en 

to. represent foreign income because Df their importance in total South African exports. Real 

GDPs were obtained from the IMf'sIntemational Financial Statistics Database. For Japan, 

real values were not available before 1980 for quarterly data and before 1970 fDr annual data. 

Indices- of productiDn were availahle and were used to infer real values for t.h.ese early 

observations. 

GDP is regrettably not separated into trend and cyclical income because ()f data availability 

and further aggregation complications. Two. methods are used to standardize the GDPs. The 

first converts each country's GDP into. US Dollars at the nominal exchange rate. Exchange 

rates are seldom at their "equilibrium" level, so Schreyer & Koechlin (2002) recommend 

using purchasing power parities (PPPs) instead. These are important when one is trying to 

standardize volumes of production rather than values. 

Both methods are used and compared. Given that real values by definition adjust for price 

rises and hence purchasing power over time, it is correct to take a PPP measure from one 

year only and apply it to the entire time series. PPPs for 1995 were sourced from the OECD. 

The quarterly data were deseasDnalised after aggregation. 
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Figure 5.7 compares the two series. GDP in PPPs (GDPPPP) is virtually a straight line, but 

GDP in US Dollars (GDPUSD) is cyclical. While the series produce similar values from 

1961 to 198-5, GDPUSD is consistently higher than GDPPPP thereafter. 

Foreign GDP 
500~-----------------------------------. 

400 

. 200 

100 

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

/ - GDPPPP ---- GDPUSDI 

Figure 5.7: GDP in US DolJars is more cyclical than PPP GDP, which is virtually a 
straighlline. GDP in US Dollars-has been consis-tently higher than PPP GDP since 
1985. 

5.5.2 The .. ·c is cvidcmc 0.£ a positive I'elatitmship between fm'eign income and expol1 

volumes. 

Egure 5.8 compares foreign GDP in US Dollars with export volumes.. The quarterly data 

shows a fairly good positive relationship between the two variables (so does the annual data). 

They suggest higher world income leads to higher exports. Like foreign prices, world GDP 

cannot fully explain the rise in exports in the late 1 990s. It seems that the fall in export prices 

in this period was a major contributor to the rise in exports. 
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Foreign GOP and Exports 

600~----------------------------------~ 

500 

400 

300 

100--'-.... :;...s.--

O~~-.~~-.~,-,,-r,-~-.~T-~~.-~~ 
1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

1- GDPUSD - SSAf 

Figure 5.8: Foreign GDP in US Dollars appears to be positively correlated with 
e);:p0l1s, but cannot accoont for the sustained rise in exports in the late I 990s. 

5.5.3 Trend GDP is derived using actual GDP and capacity utilization and is included with 

ca pacity utilization ill- the I~egn~ss.ions. 

Quarterly real GDP fur South Africa and manufactu.ring capacity utilization figures w:ere 

sourced from the South African Reserve Bank. Capacity utilization is not available prior to 

1970, so real GDP i£ tb.e only variable in tb.eannual estimates. This. is. unfortu.nat.e., as. tfe 

separate effects of production potential and exhaustion of that potential cannot be seen. 

Capacity utilization is manufacturing output divided by potential manufacturing outP\lt. 

Therefore, potential manufacturing output is constructed by dividing actual output by the 

capacity utilization percentage. The flaw is that actual and potential GDP apply to the entire 

economy while capacity utilization only applies to manufacturing. In log terms: 

Y 
InCU = In(-) = InY -In(Y*) 

Y* 
InY = InY*+lnCU 

(5 .6) 

(5.7) 
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Y is actual GDP, Y* is potential GDP and CU is percentage capacity utilization. Equation 5.7 

sMwS- thatillll¥ using ~. ~ a-r.estt:iGtion-that sgtg. the coefficient&--\If pot~ntial 

income and capacity utilization equal to each other. 

The lGg.. ot capacity ut~ is- ne-gati-ve and its aO-sGlute value g€ts bigggr as capac(ty 

utilization gets bigger. Therefore, a positive coefficient on income effectively forces capacity 

utilization to- be negatively related-- to- expillis. This- robs- g.ne of the oppoI=tunity to test ~he 

debatable relationship between capacity utilization and exports. For this reason potential 

GOP and actual GDP are both-includOO in. the quartedy regressions, altho-ugh actual outNt 

will also be used for comparison. 

Apart from the fact that exports grew faster than GDP, no graphs revealed interesting 

relation-ships.. However, the cort=elatiorl-coetflGient h€tween..exports ~A data..}.and poten#al 

GDP was 0.93 marginally bigger than the 0.91correlation with actual GDP - while the 

CO-I=relation- with- capacity-utilization-was- -0-.46. T~coetflC~ for TJPS- data were ~ry 
\ 

slightly lower in each case. This provides tentative support for the vent-for-surplus argument 

Visual-inspections have limited-use inmodels-like~, Only-thO-se where relatively simple 9fle

way relationships are predicted reveal graphical relationships. The best example is foreign 

income and exports, although this relationship breaks down. The relationship between export 

price and export quantity is not a simple one, which exposes the danger of using single equation 

estimates-instea~faccepting that export prices. should be positively related with export supply 

and negatively related with export demand. Nonetheless, it appears that the rise in exports in the 

late 1990sismostclosely related to a fall in export price. 
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CHAPTER 6: ESTIMATIONS 

After re-emphasising the aims of the estimations, this chapter describes the CV AR process in 

more detail, using one of the variable combinations a~ an example. TheI=e are many ways.to 

adjust the estimations to gauge robustness. One particular variation was the choice of data set; 

manydiffet-ent combinatIDfiS..were tried. 

Annual data esti~ attemp:ted- almost eYet:¥- possible combination in- a genera;lly 

unsuccessful search for meaningful estimates. In contrast, the falsification doctrine influenced 

the quarterly data-estimationsc If a given. selection of variahles yieldecL satisfactory esti1'11ates, 
I 

adjustments were made until they changed materially. 

While R.G-estimates-are ideaUy robust-to variable chg.iGeaoo other. adju-stments, the-wide raRg€of 

estimation combinations yields some broadly consistent results. These are presented along with 

the general-problems encounteI:ed. The variables..ate..estimated.innatural-iog-fonn-unless sta~d 

otherwise. 

The primary aim is- te- extraGt-price elasticitie~Gfdemarui- and supply for manufactut-ed-ex~s. 

The estimates also gauge the relative importance of world income and export prices for export 

demand and-the- relative imprutance of domestic g.utpYt conditiG-n.s and export pri~s- for export 

supply. 

The estimates- should-reveal-whether any of the. peI£ect price-elasticity assumptions-arevalid ~r 

not and whether the capacitylincome variables are positively or negatively related to exports. The 

estimatiGns--alw. testthe·rele¥aJlGe g.fwrne of the-new va:dables.this studyimroduces-intotJ1e 

export equations. This chapter also probes the robustness of the estimates. 

6~2 ESTIMATIONPROC.ESS 

To warrant the. need for the-C\lAR- technique, t:he-w.riabI.es..a.re..tested for. non"stationaIity. 

Unrestricted V ARs that make no adjustment for non-stationarity are estimated to choose the 

order- of the- C\lAR. Various- s.electiml- criteria help. o.n.e s.elect the number· GfCQinregmt~g 

relations. The co integrating relations are identified by imposing restrictions to yield long run 

elasticity estima,tes. 
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The long run estimates are part of the full VECM, If the estimates are satisfactory, the full 

VECM is analysed for s-ignificance and further insights. Although the VECM appmach has 

ample scope for studying short run dynamics, the analysis is brief and restricted to the ECM for 

export volumes... Figure. 6 . 1 summarises...th.e-pro.c.e.dur.e. 

Establish order of integration 

• Choose- order- of CVAR 

Determine numbeL of cointegrating relations . 

Identify cofntegrating rerations 

Evaruate long run elastiCities 

• Analyse VECM 

Figure 6, I The estimation process 

6.3 DETERMINING WHETHER THE VARIABLES ARE STATIONARY 

Series that appear to be non-stationary, like those with all upward trend such as figure 3.1, coilid 

have been caused because they are a function of time, not because they exhibit a unit root. Such 

series are trend-stationary, and a time variable would prevent spurious regress-ions (Gujarqti, 

1995), It is hard to distinguish between a trend stationary process and a difference stationary 

process (Patterson, 2000), making tests necessary. 

The augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test tests the hypothesis that 6= 1 in the following 

eq ua t i on..(.Pesaran &. Pesaran.,. 1-99]): 
Ji+! 

Y· = a +(1~5) I?L +-.&., +-"" §!~y +-& y f-R <-rr ··! L.. 1 '.Tr-I t ~6.1 ) 
;=! 
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They hypothesis is. therefore that the series does have a unit root. The lagged differences correct 

for serial correlation and p is the number of lags in the model. The critical values differ if a linear 

trend is included in equation 6.1 (Pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). If the hypothesis is not rejected, the 

variable can be taken to be 1(1), meriting the use of the CV AR approach. This test makes it too 

easy to interpret variables as 1(1) when they are 1(0) (Gujarati, 1995). 

Microfit presents the test with up to four lags, depending on the periodicity of the series. Akaike 

information (AIC) and Schwarz Bayesian (SSC) criteria shguld be used to decide at which- order 

to use the test statistic (pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). 

In the annual data, the ADF test with Linear trend failed to reject the hypothesis that that the 

series is 1(1) for all variables except world GDP in US Dollars (GDPUSD). The ADF statistics 

had the same conclusi.on at all Lags, so it was not necessary to choose the appropriate Lag length. 

GDPUSD cannot be included in the cointegrating relation. It can however be included in the full 

VECM. 

In the quarterly data, the ADF tests with linear trend do not reject the 1(1) hypothesis at aU Lags. 

The case of capacity utilization is ambiguous . Being a percentage, capacity utilization is unlikely 

to have an obvious linear trend over time, unlike the other series in the data set However, figure 

6.2 suggests there has been a fall in the mean of capacity utilization (not in log form) over time. 

Capacity Utilization 

88~----------------------------------~ 

1900 1985 1990 1995 2000 

Figure 6.2 Mean capacity utilization seems to have fallen since 1975 
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Furthermore, a series must also have a constant variance and constant auto correlations to be 

stationary (Gujarati, 1995). The ADF. tests nonetheless reject the hypothesis the log of capacity 

utilization is 1(1) at all lags, so it cannot be included in the cointegrating regression. 

Capacity utilization is sometimes included in non-logarithmic format (CAPUTNL). This allows 

slightly easier interpretation, as the coefficient would represent the percentage change in exports 

for a one percentage..,.point change in capacity utilization. rathe:r than for a. one-percent ch.:;mge. 

However, the log-form is more theoretically sound, as explained in section 5.5.3. 

The ADF test with linear trend fails to rejectthe 1(1) hypothesis for CAPUTNL at the correct lag 

length in terms of the AlC and the SBC, but not for the other lags. The linear trend ADF test is 

used because-of theslight downwardtreruiin the mean of capacity utilization. 

It is important to include capacity utilization in the co integrating vector as its sign is of particular 

interest. However, doing so- woold be justified by only the flimsiest evidence, as there is a strong 

case for using the ADF test with no trend, and the ADF test with a linear trend rejects the 1(1) 

hypothesis at all lags except for one,. even if it is the most appropriate one. Therefure, the 

alternative Phillips-Perron test is used (details are available in Pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). This 

test unambiguously does not reject the 1(1) hypothesis, so CAPUTNL is included as an 1(1) 

senes. 

Testing whether the variables are 1(2) or not entails perfonning.thesame test on theilifferences 

of the data. At all lags, the ADF test with no linear trend convincingly rejects the hypothesis that 

the variables arel(2). 

6.4 SELECTING THE ORDER OF THE V AR 

The choice of laglengthis usually crucial(pesaran&Pesarall,-1997). A combination of other 

researchers' lags, theoretically reasonable delays, statistical selection criteria and serial 

correlation considerations were used to determine the best lag length. 

Bhorat (1998) has a lag of eight months and international studies generally have lags of four or 

five.quarters. TheAlC and SBC can.also.aid.in order selection.. Log-likelihoocLratio (LR) ~sts 

test the hypothesis that the order is p and not p+ 1. 

The statistical criteria are characteristically (Patterson, 2000) ambiguous in this. study, but the 

theory is not helpfuL A hunch offive or six quarters does not help one decide between a lag of 
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one or two years in the annual data, and the statistical criteria consistently signal lags of two or 

three quarters. This is broadly consistent with Bhorafs(1998) choice_ 

Pesaran & Pesaran (1997) advise making order selection subject to the absence of serial 
correlation in the individual equations. This advice Wa& fullowed., and usually determines the 
final choice oflag-Iength. Output like table 6.1 was used for lag order selection. 

Test Statistics and Choice Criteria for Selecting the Order of the VAR Model 
******************************************************************************** 
Based on 99 observations from 1976Q2 to 2000Q4. Order of VAR 5 
List of variables included in the unrestricted VAR: 
SSA PEXPSSA PPISA CAPUTNL POTENTIAL 
PCOMP 
List of deterministic and/or exogenous variables: 
PFORBIGN GDPUSD TIMB CONSTANT 

********************************************************************************* 
Order LL AIC SBC LR test Adjusted LR test 

5 1015.4 811.3924 546.6901 ------ ------
4 982.7624 814.7624 596.7724 CHSQ( 36) 65.2598(.002] 42.8474[.201} 
3 946.4351 814.4351 643.1572 CHSQ( 72) = 137.9145[.000] 90.5499[.069) 
2 919.8954 823.8.954 699.3297 CHSQ(108)= 190.9939[.000J 125.4001 [,12.1J 
1 870.6991 EHO. &9n 845-5- CHSQ(144)= 289.3&65 [.000) 190.0012 [ .006} 
0 528.5691 504.5691 473.4276 CHSQ(180)= 973.6466[.000] 639.2629[.000J 

***********************~****************************************************** 

AIC=Akaike Information Criterion SBC=Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 

test suggest and order 

The maximum order of the V AR (5 in this case) should be chosen to have a high probability of 
including the. optimum order (Pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). In some instances, changing this 

maximum affects the choice of the optimum. There is a disagreement between the AlC and SBC; 

the former recommends- 2 and the latter recommends- 1.In this- study, the SBC regularly signals 

an order of 1, no matter what the other criteria suggest 

The adjusted LR test does not reject the hypothesis that the order is 2, suggesting the.oI~r 
should be 2. However, it does reject the hypothesis that the order is 3 at 90% significance, 

suggesting the best order could be 4 or higher. This pattern is also common in many of the 
regressions using alternative data sets. The evidence is stronger for 2 lags in this example. 

Once the lag length was selected., the diagnostics .of the unrestricted VAR were. analyse<i In 

particular, the export equations were inspected for serial correlation. Better serial correlation 
characteristics were usually the decider when the selection criteria were evenly split, but in this 
case, it is just a diagnostic check for serious serial correlation. 

Table 6.2 suggests it is. not a problem. Serious serial correlation would have forced the choice of 
another order. While longer lags usually address this (pesaran & Pesaran, 1997; Patterson, 2000), 
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they tend to produce more serial correlation in this study. The general diagnostics are also good, 

suggesting the order of the V AR is suitable. 

OLS estimation of a single equation in the Unrestricted VAR 
****************************************************************************** 
Dependent variable is SSA 
102 observations used for estimation from 1~75Q3 to 2000Q4 

****************************************************************************** 
RegressQr .. CQeff.LcLent Standard Error T.-Ratio [Probl 
SSA(-I) .36732 .10346 3.5505 [.001] 
SSA(-2) .34353 .095238 3.6070[.00IJ 
PEXPSSA(-l) .2.5826 .18421 .85909[.393J 
PEXPSSA (-2) .042207 .15957 .26450 [.792) 
PPISA(-l} .11544 .20S90 .552:62 (.582) 
PPISA(-2) -.28940 .20925 -1.3830[.17b] 
Cl\.EUTNL. ( - :L). .OQ33'l74 _OL08S.8 .30829 [. 759J 
CAPUTNL(-2) -.0047124 .011406 .41314[.681] 
POTENTIAL (-1) -.20764 .82457 - .25182 [.802] 
POTENTIAL (-2) .50467 .83312 .60576[.546] 
PCOMP (-1) .33694 .12167 2.7692[.007] 
PCOMP(-2) .2393fr .11627 2. 05frB [ .043] 
PFOREIGN -.26840 .14960 -1.7941[.076] 
GDEUSD ~24.323 .1933& 1.2578.[ .212] 
TIME .0022808 .0030847 .73939[.462] 
CONSTANT -1. 0840 2.5128 -.43141 [.667] 

****************************************************************************** 
R-Squared 
S.E. of Regression 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
Residual Sum of Squares 
Akaike Info. Criterion 
DW-statistic 

.98211 
.064370 
5.4140 
.3563A 

127.7676 
2.0878 

R-Bar-Squared .97899 
F-stat. F( 15, 86) 314.8227[.000J 
S.D. of Dependent Variable .44414 
Equation Log-likelihood 14~.7676 

Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 106.7679 
System Log-likelihood 945.8731 

****************************************************************************** 

Diagnostic Tests 
****************************************************************************** 

* Test Statistics * LM Version * F Version 
****************************************************************************** 
* * * 
* A: Serial Correlation*CHSQ( 4) 5.3684[.252J*F( 4, 82)= 1.1389 [.344] 
* * * 
* B:FUnctional Form *CHSQ( 1)= 2.6002[.107J*F( I, 85)= 2.2235 [.140J 

* * * 
* C:Normality *CHSQ( 2) = .48009 t. 787] * Not applicable 

* * * 
* D:Heteroscedasticity*CHSQ( 1)= .034890[.852]*F( I, 100)= .034218[.854] 
****************************************************************************** 

A:Lagrange mUltiplier test of residual serial correlation 
B:Ramsey's RESET test using the square of the fitted values 
C:Based on a test of skewness and kurtosis of residuals 
D:Based on the regression of squared residuals on squared fitted values 

The equation for exports in the V AR does not have serial correlation. 
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All the variable and data combinations motivated similar orders, and occasional deviations from 

the chosen order had no materiaLe:lfect-onlhesatisfacto.ty estimates. SQ., theo.rderchoice ~ not 

crucial in this study, although this is often the case (Pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). 

Once the unrestricted V AR is chosen, the number of cointegrating relations to be estimated in the 

CV AR is established. Because thecriticalvalueS-depend.o.n the-nature oftre:ndsa.tld.intemepts in 
\ 

the cointegrating vectors (Johnston & DiNardo, 1997), this choice is made first. This study runs 

the estimations assuming trends in the co.integrating vectors. and then runs. the esti~tions 

assuming no trends in the vectors. The latter produce most of the satisfactory results. 

The number of oointegrating relations depends on the eigenvalues calculated using the contepts 

of the companion matrix. These coefficients are econometric estimates, so r is not certain. 

Hypothesis tests based on estimated eigenvalues are necessary. This section shows the Johansyn 

ML technique for estimating the coefficients in the companion matrix (Johnston & DiNardo, 

1997) and testing ~r r. 

T~hypoth~is.-testing algorith~fuLthe rank ofthe..companion-ma1I:ix is (patterson, ~OO) 

• Test the hypothesis that r=0, or H(O). If not rejected, the system has no cointegrating 

relations and the V AR must 00 reformulated in first differences. 

• If H(O) is rejected, test the hypothesis that r ~ 1, or H(l). If H(l) is not rejected, and 

given H{O) was rejected, thereisone.cointegra:ting-v~. 

• IfH(l) is rejected, test H(2) and repeat the process until H(k-l). IfH(k-l) is not rejected, 

there are k-l co integrating vecto.rs. 

-- 1£H(k-1J is. rejected, r=k. The matrix is offulLrank and. there are nourut roots. TheV-AR 

is stationary. 

There are two~genvalue based tests-. The first test uses the trace statistic. It tests the hypothe!)is 

that the rank is r against the alternative that it is k by using the following log-likelihood statistic 

(Pesaran& Pe-saran, 1997): 

k 

trace; -n LIn (1 J.;) (6.2) 

/\ /\ 

The estimated eigenvalues are ordered from largest (AI) to smallest (Ak ). i r+ I. For example, 

totestH(1);eigenvalues 2 to k are included in equation 6.2. An eigenvalue ofzero..contribu,es 

zero to the statistic l;mt an eigenvalue close to one adds a large amount. If the statistic exceeds a 
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certain critical value H(l) is rejected and H(2) is tested. As i rises, the statistic falls (by 

progressively larger amounts). Eventually, the statistic is ootlarge enough to. rejectH(r) and r is 
determined to be the number of cointegrating vectors (patterson, 2000). 

The maximum eigenvalue statistic tests the hypothesis that rank = r against the alternative tl{at 

rank = r+ 1 (pesaran & Pesaran, 1997). Instead of summing eigenvalues, progressive eigenvalues 

ar€ t€-steGindi¥~lly: 

1\ 

Amax -n log(I - A.r+l) (6.3) 

If tMstatistic given by 6.3 exceeds-the given- critical varu€,the hypothesi~ that the rank isl;' is 

rejected. If so, the hypothesis that the rank is r+ 1 is tested against the hypothesis that it is r+ 2 

anG-so-{)n-(P.attersoo,2000). 

Table-6.1~alH~xa.mp.le of the test statistics used to select the number ofcointegrating r~ns. 

This formed part of an estimation that assumed no trends in the cointegrating vectors. 

The maximal-eigenvalue statistic rejects-the hypG~that the-rank islessthan-2 but fails, to 

reject the hypothesis that the rank is less than 3, suggesting 2 co integrating relations. The trace 

statistiweJecathe hypothesis-that the rank is 2 or less at the 900/oJeYel,.suggesting the ~ 3 

or more. It does not reject this hypothesis at the 95% significance level. Selecting 3 

co integrating relations is as appropriate as selecting 2. Similar ambiguitiesoften~riseindeciding 

between 1 and 2 cointegrating relations. 

Theh..ypothesised fimctional fonrLexerts.-astron~ias in favoULoLchoosing Lvectors; one ~or 

export demand and one for export supply, While economic theory can decide in ambiguous cases 

in· this-- particula!:.study, this-OOe& oot-apply-to.all-in¥eStigations.. The biasis--ill- fawWGf 2 

vectors, even when the statistical evidence tends to support another number. This is motivated 

and discussed-intherontext-Ofexogeneio/. 
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Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and no trends in the VAR 
Coin.tegratioD- riB Test .. Bas.ed.~. Traoe ..of the stochastic. Matri X 

****************************************************************************** 
102 observations from 1975Q3 to 2000Q4. Order of VAR = 2. 
List of variables included in the cointegrating vector: 
SSA PEXPSSA PPISA CAPUTNL 
PCOMP PFOREIGN GDPUSD 
List of I(1) exogenous variables included in the VAR: 
PEORELGll GDEUSlL 
List of eigenvalues in descending order: 

.40719 .36941 .22217 .15272 .14069 .066834 

POTENTIAL 

.0000 
****************************************************************************** 
Null Alternative statistic 95% Critical Value 90% Critical Valu 
r = 0 r:>= 1 165.4167 122.7800 117.2600 
r<= 1 r>= 2 112.0836 92.4200 87.9300 
r<= 2 r:>= 3 65_()5.22 68.06.Q0 63.5.100 
r<= 3 r>= 4 39.4249 46.4400 42.6700 
r<= 4 r>= 5 22.5208 28.4200 25.6300 
r<= 5 r = 6 7.0556 14.3500 12.2700 

****************************************************************************** 
use the above table to determine r (the number of cointegrating vectors) . 

Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and no trends in the VAR 
Cointegration LR Test Based on Maximal Eigenvalue of the Stochastic Matrix 

****************************************************************************** 
102 observations from 1975Q3 to 2000Q4. Order of VAR = 2. 
List of variables includecf in the cointegrating vector: 
SSA PEXPSSA PPISA CAPUTNL 
PCOMP PFOREIGN GDPUSD 
List of 1(1) exogenous variables included in the VAR: 
PFOREIGN GDPUSD 
List of eigenvalues in descending order: 

.40719 .36941 .22217 .15272 .14069 .066834 

POTENTIAL 

.0000 
****************************************************************************** 
Null Alternative Statistic 95% Critical Value 90% Critical Valu 
r = 0 r 1 53.3331 4.f5.0900 4;3..2500 
r<= 1 r = 2 47.0 39.8500 37.1500 
r<= 2 r 3 25.6273 33.8700 31. 3000 
r<= 3 r 4 16.9041 27.7500 25.2100 
r<= 4 r = 5 15.4652 21. 0700 18.7800 
r<= 5 r 6 7.0556 14.3500 12.2700 

****************************************************************************** 
Use the above table to determine r (t:he- nu:mbel" of cointegrating vectors). 

6.3 The maximal eigenvalue suggests a rank of 2, while tile trace stati:-.1ic could be used to 

6.6EXOGENEITl:: ANDTHKNUMBERJlJLCOINTEGRATING-REI,ATJQNS 

It is theoretically appropriate to test world income and world prices for exogeneity_ Assume x is 

a vector of variables being tested for exogeneity and n is a vector of all the other variables_ T.he 

test of block non-causality estimates equations in x and detennines whether the coefficients of 

the lagged values of the variables in adifi'ersigllificantiyfi:o.m zero. 
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LR tests-are used (Johnston & DiNardo, 1997}, butother& are available (Patterson, 2000). The 

Microfit LR test only seems to be available after the unrestricted V AR, which means the test may 

be misleading (pesaran & Pesaran>" 1997). This imperfect test was. used in the annual dataset and 

world income was deemed exogenous in two variable combinations. 

However, the early procedw:es often pointed-to there being three or four cointegrating :v:ect.ors 

when only two are expected. The additional relations could involve a relationship between world 

i~ and-WOt"ld pciGes, fol'--example. The-problem i~thaUh.is-relationshipwrnl1dbe~wwfl.\lly 

incomplete. Exposing one of the drawbacks of the general-to-specific methodology, the 

immediate problem fo.Lthe-ea.rl)L estimati011&-w~whether mse1ecLtwo cointegrating ~tions 

anyway or to select more cointegrating relations and try to restrict them partially. 

Bmh-options present specif~errOl'-; thefonnerjgnores.-possib~integratingrela~w4ile 
J 

the latter misspecifies them by omitting many variables, biasing estimates in all the vectors 

(Baneljee, Ilolado, Galbraith- &Hendry, 1993). The cointegrating-re1ation. between world Gl)P 
J 

and its influences is especially complex, so the former option is better. Misspecification is likely 

to-be mitigated-by~as-suming-WGfld-GDFandforeig:nprices-are-exGg~~ 

This, together with theoretical support and the unreliability of the test motivated using the 

assumption. in the-subsequent.qlJarterl¥estimates~FlJrtherref1ection suggests-thaexogeni«ty , 
assumption should reduce the number of cointegrating vectors, as the opportunity for relations is 

restricted. The first few quartel"ly~timate~ suppoIted-this.~sis. In general, ~supportipg 

evidence, although there, is not strong. 

Although the- quarterly: ~ assume exogenous- world- GDP ancLforeign.prices,.~~all 

satisfactory results are tested for robustness to changing the assumption. This had an important 

effect in some~. In contrast, imposing ~~s on se~annual~tima.tes 

had little or no effect. 

When the.. data-fotcefully: recommen~aJligh-numberofcointegrating relations.,- &electing ~o 

co integrating relations almost never produces reasonable results in this study. 
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6.7 IDENTIFICATION AND ESTIMATION 

When ther~ are two coinregratmg vecte-fS..; thefe must be at least two restrictions-per vector for 

each vector to be identified (Patterson, 2000). After specifying the four initial restrictions, 

ove~ntifying restrictions can be appJiedso that the vectors have an economic interpretation. 
" 

There can be many identification options. Luckily, theory guides them firmly in this study, so the 

portfolio of restrictions is. limited. The restrictions. faU into three categories.. The first categ',lry 

normalises each vector, setting the quantity of exports demanded/supplied equal to one. The 

~cond category restricts coefficients- i~ each vector to zero. In this ca~, aU variables that 

determine demand are set to zero in the vector chosen to describe the export supply relationship 

and vice-v~rsa. 

The third category is price restrictions. Priw he-mogeneity hasserne theoreticaljustification, but 

the extent to which it applies in an aggregated trade context is not established. For this reason 

estimations. are attempted with and without priceoomogeneity restrictions.. Estimations are also 

run with and without the restriction that the coefficients on world and foreign prices are equal. 

This is. often necessary for convergence and n~gular1y produces. better resultf>.; Theory is neutral 

in this regard, but the restriction is similar to having one international price index instead of two. 

Identification is. iterative. Pesaran & PesaF.m (1 997}recommend introducing restrictions one at a 

time - imposing the most likely restrictions first in order to avoid convergence problems. I 

found that imposing aU restrictions at once and sub~quently removing the price restrictions Vfas 
usually more successful. The order in which the restrictions are imposed often determines 

whether the algorithm converges on a coefficient estimate or l1Qt. 

All the restrictions are represented by system 6.4. 

/JSSA 

, 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 

/JPEl'PSSA 

e 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 01 
/JPPISA 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Ij 
j3CAPUTNL -'d (6.4a) 

0 (} 0 0 0 0 0 j3POTEATlAL -l~ lo 1 1 0 0 0 0 /3PCOMP 

/3PFOREIGN , 

l /3GDPf,fSD , 
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( 
/3SSA 

\ 

fl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'1 fJPEXPSSA 
(1 

! 

0 0 1 () () () () 

~I PPPISA 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 {lCAPUTNL 0 
(6.4b) = 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

OJ 
/3POTENTIAL 0 

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 o fJpCOMP 1
0 

(0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
(} . fJPFOREIGN j lQ 

\. /3GDPUJ;D 

6.4& shows- the restrictions placed-on- the vector representing the relationsh~ involving export: 

supply. The first row of the restriction matrix sets exports equal to 1. Rows 2,3 and 4 set demand 

side variables - competitors' prices. foreign prices andwodd GOP - equaL to zero. Row 5 

imposes price homogeneity restrictions. 6.4b places similar restrictions on the demand vector. 

The last row is the equality restriction imposed on foreign and oompetitors' prices. 

In table 6.4, the restrictions staring with the letter a refer to the supply restrictions and the 

coefficients starting with a. b refer. milia demand side. restrictions. The. tahlaalso sho:ws-1;he 
coefficient estimates generated by ML techniques. 

Vector 1 represents the supply relationshi~andvector 2 represents the demandfelationship, The 

two vectors comprise the f3 matrix oflong run cointegrating relationships. The way in which the 

restrictions. are s.pecified rn.ea.nS-.tha.sig.Q of ilia caeffi cients OIL the variables...(otheL thanexMrt 

quantity) are opposite to those produced by the regression output For example, export price has 

a negative coefficient and domest~pricehasapositive coefficient. 
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ML estimates subject to over identifying restriction(s) 
Estimates oLB.estricted CQjntegra~Re]ations_ ,~s- .i.n-Brackets) 

Converged after 17 iterations 
cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and no trends in the VAR 

****************************************************************************** 
102 observations from 1975Q3 to 2000Q4. Order of VAR = 2, chosen r =2. 
List of variables included in the cointegrating vector: 
SSA PEXPSSA PPISA CAPUTNL POTENTIAL 
PCOMl'- PFORRLGN GllPllSIL 
List of 1(1) exogenous variables included in the VAR: 
PFOREIGN GDPUSD 

****************************************************************************** 
List of imposed restriction(s) on cointegrating vectors: 

Vector 1 
SSA 1 0000 

* NONE * ) 

PEXPSSA .1'7920 
.71206) 

PPISA .17920 
.71206) 

CAPUTNL .016647 
*NONE*) 

POTENTIAL -3.6569 
.63141} 

PCOMP .0000 
*NONE*) 

PFOREIGN .0000 
*NONE*) 

GDPUSD .0000 
*NONE*) 

as-"'O; <b4=0 ; a2+a:3=O;bZ+b6+b-7=!Jrb6=b7 
********************************************** 
Vectox: 2 

1.0000 
*NONE*) 

7.4046 
3.96S9) 

.0000 
*NONE*) 

.0000 
*NONE*) 

.0000 
"'NONE"') 

-3.7023 
1.9845) 

-3.7023 
1.9S45) 

-2.2135 
.50254) 

****************************************************************************** 
LR Test of Restrictions CHSQ( 7) 34.5726(.000J 
DF=Total no of restrictions (11) - no of j restrictions (4) 
LL subject to exactly identifying restrictions= ~03.3383 
LL subject to restrictions= 886.0520 

****************************************************************************** 
6.4: All coefficients the price variables in the supply equation have satisfaetory signs. 
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Adding or removing price homogeneity restrictions often affects the signs of these two price 
coefficients. Table 6.5 presents an example of when removing the price homogeneity restri~tions 

reverses the signs. 

[
~:. ML es-t.izna.tes- sub-:}ect to over identifying res-triction(s} 

Estimates of Restricted Co integrating Relations (SEts in Brackets) 
Converged after 63 iterations 

Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and no trends in the VAR 
****************************************************************************** 

r 102 observations from 1975Q3 to 2000Q4. Order of VAR = 2, chosen r =2. 
List of variables included in the cointegrating vector: 
SSA PEXPS-SA- P-P-ISA- CAPYTNL POTENTIAh 
PCOMP PFOREIGN GDPUSD 
List of Ill) exogenous variables included in the VAR: 
PFOREIGN GDPUSD 

****************************************************************************** 
List of imposed restriction{s) on cointegrating vectors: 
al=1;a6=Ofbl==1; b3=O; b5=O i :b4=O 

*************.**************************************************************** 
Vector 1 Vector 2 

SSA LOOOO 1. 0000 
*NONE*) *NONE*) 

PEXPSSA -1. ::n81 12.6358 
*NONE*) 14.5540) 

PPISA 1.1483 .0000 
*NONE*) *NONE*) 

CAPUTNL .014101 -.0000 
*NONE* ) *NONE*) 

POTENTIAL 2.5826 .0000 
*NONE*) *NONE*) 

PCOMP -.0000 -7.5484 
*NONE*) 10.0578) 

PFOREIGN .0000 6.5994 
*NONE*) 7.6788} 

GDEUSD 0.00 - 2..4.04.3 
*NONE*) 1.5212) 

****************************************************************************** 
LR Test of Restrictions CHSQ( 4)= 34.6992[.000] 
DF=Total na or restrict±ons-(8) no or just-identifying restricticrrrs-{4} 
LL subject to exactly identifying restrictions= 903.3383 
LL subject to 8a5...-9.8B-1. 

****************************************************************************** 
Table 6.5: This estimation produces coefficients that have the correct signs and that are in line with those achieved 
in other succe~iUI estimations. 

To summanse the procedure so far, export volumes and unit values consisting mainly of 
Statistics Sooth Mica data, QIW measured inUS.DoUarsarui the It I} measure ofcapaclty 
utilization suggested a V AR of order 2 when foreign prices and income were assumed 
ex{)gen{)u&- Inthe CV AR wita..nO-tr.ends,2 oointegrating relations were c~, althoughthere is 
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some statistical support for 3. Imposing all the identification restnctlOns produces price 

ooeflkients- with- the wrong sign on- the. demand- sid€. Re.moving too price hOO1ogenefty 

restrictions (and the price equality restriction, which makes no difference here) reverses the 

~gns. 

Howe.v.er, the coefficients ill the- demand v.ecror are large. This illustrates the p.roblem that-the 

Johansen technique searches for a cointegrating relationship, not necessarily the cointegratlng 

relatio:nship, Th~pmvides another reason~for. peIforming a wide variety of estimations_ 

There are more restrictions than the four which identification requires. The LR test tests whether 

the extra restrictions do not lead-to mod.el missp.ecification (patterson, 2000). If the Qull , 
hypothesis of over-identification is not rejected, the structural coefficients in the co integrating 

veGtGf can 00 safe.ly interpreted EAbOOtt& De Vita, 200~. 

The LR statistic in tables 6.4 and 6.5 reject the restrictions imposed. This unfortunately happens 

almost always in this study, even if there are only one or two extra restrictions. Proceedipg 

despite the rejection is a serious shortcoming, but this study would not have been able to produce 

a single estimate g.therwise. In mitigation, the restrictions- impos-ed have a firm gmunding, in 

economic theory. The rejection of the restrictions could well be related to the exogeneity issue 

and the need for more cointegrating relatio~s. 
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6.8 ESTIMATING THE FULL VECM 

The J3 coefficients of long run relations just estimated are only part of the-full VECM, which is 

given by equation 6.5. 

The a1 term is zero because there are no trends in this particular estimation. Estimations with 

trend.s iR the V AR would restrict &1 to the values estimated in the cointegrating vectors. The n 
matrix is again broken up into a. and p. The former represents how much of the change in a 

variable is-the resmtGfaajustment back tG-the cointegratingr€-lation~given by p, and must still 

be estimated. 

The.reisonly one matrix of lagged coefi'icients-bec.a.us.e-theGfderof the CV AR is. 2, Thecontents 

of r must also be estimated. The matrix of deterministic terms D is empty in this estimation, but 

would have contained the I(O}capacity-uti1izatio~variab.1ein thequarterLyestimatioos andw~fld 

GDP in US Dollars in the annual estimations. 

There is an ECM fOt: each-ofthe endogenous. variables in the- VAR Table 6.6 presents ots 
estimates of the ECM fOf export quantity. The dependent variable is no longer conceptuahy 

eXpOOdemand Gf export suW\Y. 
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ECM for variable SSA estimated by OLS based on cointegrating VAR(2) 
****************************************************************************** 
Dependent variable is dSSA; 102 observations used for estimation from 1975Q3 to 2000Q4 
****************************************************************************** 
Regressor 
Intercept 
dSSAl 
dPEXPSSAl 
dpPISA1 
dCAPUTNLl 
dPOTENTIALl 
dPCOMPl 
dPFOREIGNl 
dGDPUSD1 
ecml{:.cl) 
ecm2 HI) 

Coefficient 
-1. 0894 

.34885 

.13593 
.095540 

-.2662E-3 
.19052 

-~042727 
-.58264 

.18 7 

Standard Error 
.34746 

.098392 
.16626 
.20748 

.010629 
.84095 
.10988 
.37562 
.31388 

.040500 
.1)097789 

************* 
List of additional temporary variables created: 
dSSA = SSA-SSA{-l) 
dSSAl = SSA(-lT-SSA(-2) 
dPEXPSSAl PEXPSSA(-1)-PEXPSSA(-2) 
dPPLSAl = PPrSA(-l) -PPISA(-21 
dCAPUTNLl = CAPUTNL(-1)-CAPUTNL(-2) 
dPOTENT IAL1 POTENTIAL(-1)-POTENTIAL(-2) 
dPCOMPl = PCOMP(-l) -PCOMP(-2) 
dPFOREIGNl PFOREIGN(-1)-PFOREIGN(-2) 
dGDPUSDl = GDPUSD(-1)-GDPUSD(-2) 

T-Ratio[Prob] 
-3.1353 [. 002J 
'-3 .. 5-455J.001] 

.81754[.416J 

.46048[.646] 
-.025047[.980] 

-.22656[.821] 
-.38887 [. e98} 
-1.5512[.124] 

.59822 [.551] 
-2 ;3420.[.021] 
.,.,3 .1298[ .002] 

**************** 

ecml = 1.OOOO*SSA 1.3781*PEXPSSA + 1.1483*PPISA + .01410l*CAPUTNL 
-2.5826*POTENTIAL .OOOO*PCOMP + .OOOO*PFOREIGN O.OO*GDPUSD;ecm2 

1. OOO(}*SSA + 12. 6358*PEXPSSA + .OOOO*PPISA .OOOO*CAPUTNL + .0000 
*POTENTIAL 7.5484*PCOMP -6.5994*PFOREIGN -2.4043*GDPUSD 
****************************************************************************** 
R-Squared .25125 R-Bar-Squared .16897 
S.E. of Regression .069410 Fe10, 3.0536[.002] 
MeanoLDependent VariahliL _QUaa~ oL.De:pende.n.t..- Variabl.~ .Q76l4.L 
Residual Sum of Squares .43842 Equation Log-likelihood 133.1952 
Akaike Info. Criterion 122.1952 Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 107.7579 
DW-statistic 2.0427 ~La~~likelihood 8~5.9887 

****************************************************************************** 
Diagnostic Tests 

**************************************~*************** ************************ 

* Test Statistics * LM Version * F Version 
****.*************.************************************************************* 
* * * 
* A: Serial Correlation*CHSQ( 4) 2.6189[.623]*F( 4, 87)= .57317[.683] 
* * * 
* B:Functional Form *CHSQ( 1)= 1.4769[.224]*F( I, 90)= 1.3223[.253] 
* * * 
* C:Normality *CHSQ( 2 ) .72250[.697]* Not applicable 
* * * 
* D:Heteroscedasticity*CHSQ{ 1)== .01284S[:nO}*FT If 100)= . a IZSg::,-[ • 9TIf 
****************************************************************************** 

A:Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation 
B:Ramsey's RESET test using the square of the fitted values 
C:Based on a test of skewness and kurtosis of residuals 
D ~Based: on~trre- r.,gres-s-iorr of squared:-- res-±dua:ls~ on~ squcrred f± t:ted:- values 

Table 6.6: The adjustment coefficients onecml(-l and ecm2(-I) are small but have the correct sign and are 
significant The coefficients on the differenced variables are generally not significant. 
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( 

Before analysing the ECM for exports, the results so far are presented in system 6.6. It follows 
the format of equation 6.5. In this more general funnat representing the whole VECM, changes 
in each of the endogenous variables are expressed in terms of adjustment coefficients multiplied 
by the error in the value of the variah~, whi<m i~determined by the matri~ ofoointegra#ng 
relations. Changes in each of the endogenous variables are also a function of lagged changes in 
all the variables ill the system and o.f~interceptterm. 

0.03\ ( &SA l i PEXPSSA 

M'EYPSSA "<,, I a" I PPISA 

a32 1.38 1.15 om 2.58 0 0 

= 1 r -109\ (- 01 

~PISA = a 03 + I a3! o j CAPU1?VL 

M:APU~VL I l a" i IX" a 42 
12.64 0 v 0 -7.55 6.6 2.4 POTENTL4.L 

M'OTEAl'lAL I a05 l a" a52 l PCOMP 
~COMP) aM PFOREIGN 

a6! a62 GDPUSD 

r ~S'A1 ! 

( -0.35 0.14 0.1 0 0.19 0.04 0.58 0.19 \ ~PEXPSS.41 

I r 21 ~PISAI 

+l 
!J.CAPUTjVLl 

(6.6) 
~OTENTIALl 

~COMP1 

T68 APfVREIGN! i 

!J.GDPf)SDl ) 

In table 6.6, ECMl (-1) is the error in the supply relationship in the previous period and ECM2(
l}ap.p1ies to the demand relat:iGn-shijh They-represent thefirstr~w in a, where thereisa.ooI.uJnn 
for each cointegrating relation. Each subsequent row corresponds to adjustment coefficients :for 
the other endogenou~ variab}es. 

The coeffiCients. should he negative; If expNt demand is higher than suggested by the ot~er 

variables in the co integrating relationship, it should fall and vice versa. The same applies to 

export supply. While the coefficients are negative an<lsigniftcant,iliey aresmap. 

A coefficient of -0.03 means the change in exports will increase by -0.03 multiplied by the 

previous period's percentage-point change in the disequilibrium, denoted by Z. If Z is -10%, the 

change in exports will be 0.03% percentage-points higher than it would have been. For example, 
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a change of 1 % caused by lagged changes in the other variables rises~ to a change of 1 . .03% 

because of adjustment to equilibrium. A mathematical translation is available in the footnote3
. 

This suggests very slow adjustment to equilibrium. Assume exports are at theireq:uilibrium value 
of 95, and a shock makes the equilibrium value 105. Z (-10 0)/100 -10%. The percentage 

change in X is therefore only 0.03- percentage points higher, suggesting a very slow journey 

towards its equilibrium value. Even the coefficient of -0.1 is low, although the 1 % change 

would match the 1 % change Gausedby lagged changes in-other variables. 

The results in table 6.6 suggest lagged changes in other variables also have a very small effect, if 

any, on export volumes. Except for lagged exports itself, the lagged difference terms are not 
significant. A Wald test finds all the lagged difference terms except for exports jointly 

insignificant. In contrast, the error correction term~are jointly significant at a significance level 
of less than 1 %. 

One could argue that both sets ofcoe:tl'icients are jointly inadequate at explaining changes in 

exports, but the f-statistic for the ECM is highly significant. All the diagnostics for this ECM are 

good. Sometimes, serial correlation was statistiGaUy significantly present. If so, Newey-West 

adjusted variances at different lags were used. These improved significance levels in all cases. 

dlnX = a (In X InX*)+¢dlnY 

dX (x-x* dY 

-;- \ (X + X*)/2 + ¢-;;-

'!X/ dJ
.' ¢ 

"l' Y 

a 

x == value of exports 

3 X * =equilibrittmvalueof exports 

Y world income 

a aru:L¢areestimatecLcoefficients 

d( elK I = elY· elyll 

\X) X 

ell'· = change- in X beeoose of adjusllnent to equilibria manti lagged change~in Y 

dX!l change in X because of changes in Yonly: no disequilib riurn to adjust to 
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6.9 GEl\TERAL FINDINGS 

One of the aims- of the study i& to measure the robustnes-& of the e&timate& to Ghanges in the 

CV AR espeGially to using data obtained from various sourGes and Gonstructed using different 

Griteria. While there are no Gompletely robust re&ult&, there are some GonsistenGie& and reliable 

ranges of elastidty estimates. 

They are wmmarised in table 6.7. For estimates that have Goeftkients with the Gorrect sign in the 

entire Gointegrating veGtor, there are separate Golumns for quarterly data and for annual data. To 

gauge robustnes&, a third Golumn present& results based on Gointegrating V ARs that had one or 

two inGorrect coeffiGients. 

Results or ranges separated by a semi-colon are reported when there is an obvious break in the 

range of estimates. If so, the values are listed in desGending order of importance. 

: \-v __ al~'i_ab_l_e_~ ________ ~i ___ Q_u_a_l._te_rly __ ~! ___ A_n_nu_a_l __ ~I __ ._[m_p __ e_rl_e_ct __ -+_E_quaotiOnj 
LPrice elasticity of Demand I -3 to -6 ; -3 to -6 i -3.5 to -6.5 

! Price elastiGity of Supply I. 0.7 to 1.3; 0.35 I 0.7 to 1 1 0.8 to 1.2; 0 S 

I, Domestic Pri~es --1-,. ---0-.7-to -1.3; \, I S 
, ,0.7tol /-0.8tO-1.2;0 

-0.35 
I I 

: SA Potential GDP 2.6 to 3.9 - I 3; 2 to 4 ~ 

11;~=ltYUtil~_a_tl_on_* __ Ir-' _-_O_~_~72_t:_O-_;,._~1~2~~:~~~_2_to_5_-_~~~:~_--=-0~_~_~7_t:._~_~_·1_2--+ __ ~D~' " 

Competitors' Prices [ 2.5 to 4 1 to 4 1.8 to 2.3; 4 

I Foreign Pric~_ I 1.5 to 2_.5_--iI--_l_.5_t_o_2_.5_--+_1.8 to 2.3;4; 5.5 0 
GDPPPP -------r- 35 1 to 1 7 3; 4 D 

GDPUSD 2 to 2.5 Lto L7 ---II-, __ 0._9_to_2_.2_--+ __ 0. __ _ 
ECM 1 -0.02 to -0.09 -0.04 to -0.08 L - S I 

~C~M--2-------------~----0-.0-3-to---0-.1-7~--+-0-.-02--to---O-.l-2-+------------+---0--~;~! 
I-=--:--:- " L I 

Table 6.7: Summary of coefficient estimates;- A semi-colon represents a break in the range of elasticity 

estimates; values/ranges are listed in descending order of importance. For example -0.8 to -1.2 ; 0 means 

, elasticities generally ranged from -0.8 to -1.2, but there were oecasional estimates close to zem * denotes not 

fonna~ so the coefficient must be interpreted differently to the others. 

Most ofthe imperfect estimates considered had the GorreGt coeffiGients eXGept for the two price 

variables on the supply side, namely export priGe and domestiG price. A negative export pr~ce 

coefficient and a positive domestic price coefficient were Gommon. However, their absolute 
values were generally dose to the coeffkients with GorreGt signs. 
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Because the two variables are closely correlated (see figure 5.4), it is possible that the estimation 

procedure- somehow "confuses" the- tw(} variables. Price homogeneity restrictions regularly 

switch the signs of the price coefficients around. 

6.9.1 Export demand is highly eh,lstic 

Studies that assume infinitely price elastic demand for exports do so incorrectly and hence 

bias their supply estimates. Both annual and quarterly data produce price elasticity estimates 

ranging from to -6, and the imperfect cointegrating vectors raise these values slightly. 

While the range is wide, these estimates are unequivocally large. The significant fall in price 

seems to offer a credible explanation for rising exports in the late 1990s. Demand for South 

African manufactured exports is highly elastic, so lower export prices would raise export 

revenues, not only volumes. 

Th€ distributioo about this range is random; the values do not systematically vary according 

to the criteria chosen for the estimation. 

6r9~2 The prke elasticity of supply is- close to l~ but could be far less 

The mode of the quarterly elasticity estimates is about 1.2, but this value is mainly generated 

by the SSA series. TIPS series have lower quarterly estimates. Annual estimates using both 

series are also generally lower. Using quarterly South African GDP instead of potential GDP 

and capacity utilization lowers estimates to about 0.35 for both series. The imperfe~t 

co integrating vectors in general produced a similar range of estimates, but there were a 

number of estimates closeto zero. 

A researcheI" wanting to support a hypothe-si~ of perfectly: price-elastic supply: could lYI:ve 

done so with a carefully chosen combination of variables, but this broader study shows such 

an assumption should not be made. 

6.9.3 The coefficient on domestic prices was close to -1 

Price homogeneity restrictions obviously made the coefficients on domestic prices and export 

prices equal in absolute value in all estimations. Domestic price coefficients in the absence of 

such restrictions were a bit higher in some cases and a bit lower in others, so the restriction 
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itself seems justified. While the Chi test should be used to test this and other restrictions 

more formally, this option was not meaningfully available, because almost all the restriction 

were always rejected. 

If price homogeneity does hold, equal percentage changes in domestic and export prices will 

not influence export supply. Given that the two series have moved together so closely, 

relative prices do not seem to have had an affect on export supply. In addition, price 

homogeneity justifies using a price ratio instead of separate variables. 

6.9.4 GDP matteI's; capacity utilization-p .. o.bably does not 

The coefficient on potential GDP is as expected positive. The quarterly estimates range fairly 

uniformly from 2.6-3.9. There is no systematic tendency for some estimations to produce 

higher coefficients than others. There are no annual estimates for this variable. The imperfect 

results consisted of a slightly wider range of coefficients but most hovered at around 3. 

Capacity utilization, when legitimately included in the V AR in non-logarithmic format, was 

generally positive. The small coefficients should not be interpreted as having no effect. A 

coefficient of 0.1 means a 1 percentage-point rise in capacity utilization leads to a 10% rise 

in export supply. The less satisfactory estimates produced ambiguous results. 

The 1(0) version of capacity utilization was included in the VECM. The coefficients range 

from -0; 047 to 0.034 These values are close to zero and come from ECM& based on good 

long run estimates. They were never close to being statistically significant. Almost all terms 

in theECM are insignificant, so the 1(0) version's insignificance does not necessarily mean 

the 1(1) measure is not important. However, the evidence is not strong enough to assert 

capacity utilization and export supply are positively or negatively rela~d. 

This is very disappointing, as the estimations cannot say much about the relationship between 

exports and capacity. The relative strengths of the "vent-for-surplus" and the "expoI;ts

generate-demand" arguments cannot really be evaluated. The two effects are possibly equally 

potent 

It might be too optimistic to suggest the effect of capacity utilization is fully captured ·by 

price adjustments. However, when price homogeneity is imposed, there is support for this in 

some ECMs for export prices. They show a significantly negative relationship between 

domestic prices and capacity utilization. 
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Using actual GDP yields similar results to potential GDP. Quarterly estimates ranged from 

2.7 to 3.7, but annual estimates- ranged from 2 to 5. The imperfectcointegrating vectors gave 

estimates as high as 7.3. The similarity between actual and potential GDP and the 

incOllGlusive capacity utilization results- suggest the relationship between GDP and exports 

operates solely through the production potential influence and not through aggregate demand 

or capacity utilization. 

6.9.5 Foreign prices and competitors' prices are important 

The coefficients on foreign prices and competitors' prices are consistent when exogenous 

foreign prices are assumed, the former ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 and the latter ranging from 1 

to 4 in the satisfactory estimates. In the unsatisfactory estimations, foreign prices 

occasionally had higher coefficients, especially when actual GDP was used instead of 

potential GDP and capacity utilizati,en. 

Imposing this equality restriction and/or price homogeneity often generated more signific~nt 

VECMs and were often useful when the coefficient on one of the two price variables was 

incorrectly negative. Incorrect signs often resulted when exogenous foreign prices and GDP 

were not assumed. Price homogeneity restrictions applied to foreign prices, competitors' 

prices and export prices had no noticeable effect on the actual coefficient size. Again, it 

would have been beneficial to test this formally. 

Competitors' prices, which have been ignored in other studies, are certainly an important 

determinant of demand for South African exports. The fact that the coefficients tended to be 

higher than for foreign prices vindicates the decision to include competitors' prices. The 

results also assert that absolute competitiveness improvements may not be sufficient to 

increase export demand. If our competing exporters continue to offer cheaper and cheaper 

goods, lower South African export prices will be required merely to preserve market share. 

6.9.6 W {)rld GDP is- not as- imf}{Jrtant as- eXf}{JI't price 

The coefficients on world income in the demand equation are positive and robust. They are 

similar in annual estimations. Quarterly estimations and the imperfect estimations produce 

far lower coefficients for GDPUSD than for GDPPPP. While the role of world income in 

export demand is substantial, there is strong evidence that export price is more important. 
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6.9.7 The speed of adjustment is slow, but lagged difference terms al"e not as important as 

the et'I'M eoneetitm terms 

Satisfactory long run estimates motivate estimating error correction models for expot:ts. 
About half the ECMl tenns were significant; all the significant ones were -0.07 or higher. 
There was a greater number of significant ECM2 tenns; the mnge of coefficients is sligktly 
wider, yet even low coefficients were significant. No values are reported for the imperfect 
estimations because ECMs were not routinely analysed. Occasional inspection pr04uced 

similar coefficients. 

Even the highest satisfactory coefficient of -0.17 suggests a 10% positive shock to the er~or 
term, which means export supply should be 10% lower than it currently is, will only cause an 
additional downward adjustment of 1.7%. Assuming no other disturbances, approximaWly 

\ 

one third of the existing error (3.2 7%) would still be there after six quarters. 

The annual coefficients should b~ high~ than the quarterly cooffici~nts, as each period 
represents more time. The coefficients are similar to the quarterly values, suggesting the 
adjustment takes roughly four times as long. Despite the low coefficients, tests of the joint 
significance of the error correction tenns were highly significant. 

Individual inspection of the t-statistic probabilities on the difference terms suggested tooy lll"e 
not important. The only exception is the lagged version of differenced exports itself Wald 
tests of the joint importanCe of too lagged difference terms were not significant. 

6.9.8 Is the model significant? 

The insignificant difference terms are disappointing as there is no satisfactory way to test ~he 
significance of individual variables. It seems bizarre that, apart from an occasional mention of 
standard errors, I f-ound no reference to· significance tests- for individual variables in eaph 
co integrating vector. The restrictions imposed often meant even standard errors were ~ot 
available. One method could be the LR test of the restrictions, but this method was not 
instructive as it rejected all combinations of linear restrictions. The next best alternative was to 
use the lagged difference tenns in the full ECM, but their general insignificance makes this 
option unhelpful in this case. 

The low adjustment coefficient and the insignificant lagged differences could m~n two things. 
On the one hand, it could mean exports are very slow to adjust to changes in the lagged variables 
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in the previeus peried, which creates· an error. Exports are also s-lew to. adjust to. this- error and 

restore long run equilibrium. 

One. the other hand, it could mean the VECM is wrong as- a. whole.. There. could be-im~nt 

variables missing and the included variables could be insignificant However, all ECMs based on 

satis-fa.ctory long-run estimates- were highly significant, with F-statistics- ranging frOOl· o.oqO to 

0.005. This suggests the model offers a good explanation for changes in exports. 

6..10 RRVIEW OE OTIIER..EINDINGS 

Menhadji ~ Montenegro (1999) study total exports m 75 countries. The long run price 

elasticities- of demand range from -0.02 to -4.72, with an average of about -1. Their study was a 

single-equation estimate. Given that this biases estimates downwards, it is no surprise that the 

coe:fficients are lower than those found in this stud~ World income elasticitiesa¥emge..l.48, 

ranging from 0.17 to 4.34. 

The nature of the o.ther South African studies...limits-direct oomparability. ~t (1.998) 

estimates the price elasticity of supply for total exports to be 1.3, which is close to this study's 

estimates- despite assuming perfectly elastic demarut His coe£ficientcm-domestic..pci~ is-a.~gh 

-4.7. Fallon & Pereira de Silva (1994) find their relative price has the incorrect sign and is 

insignificant. Their other regressions find the real exchange rate significant, but with elasticities 

of less than 0.5. Tsikata (1999) also finds the exchange rate deviation from the purchasing 

power parity level significantly negatiye. 

Fallon & Pereira de Silva (l994) find capacity utilization is statistically significant with 

elasticities exceeding -1. In contrast, Tsikata (1999) and Wood (1995) advance capacity 

utilization is- no.t important BhOfat (1998-}estimates- the coefficient en domestic output to have 
! 

an elasticity of -1.8, suggesting the "vent-for-surplus" argument prevails and is strong enough to 

outweigh the likely positive effects-of potential: inceme. Beth Fallon & Pereira de Silva~nd 

Wood (ibid.) find world income to be insignificant. 

6.11 CONVEReENCEPROBLEMS ANfrINCONSISTENCIES 

While section 6.9 summarised a variety of estimates that were satisfactory, the majority of 

estimates did not work. This is especially so f9f the annual data. In many cases, the maximum 

likelihood algorithms did not solve. The two methods in Microjit are the modified Newton-
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Raphson method and the back-substitution method. There are numerous ways to adjust the 

solving ~dl.lJe, but- they in-geaeralhad ll(). eiThct 

One of the adjustments is the initial values the algorithm uses. The default starting point is the 

most recentset-o£ estimates. Incases. where.the coeffi ci ems. a.r.asatisfu ctoryexcept.for ~s 

on export price and domestic price, I tried switching the signs on the coefficients around and re

running the- estimations. Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on YOUf point of view), th,is did 

not work. 

I often had a converged. set-of estimatesd based on cert.a.ilL restrictions,. tested arestrictipn, 

removed the restriction, and failed to get results for the original restrictions. It is even more 

serious when the algorithm does cenverge using the original- restRGtions, out at different 

coefficientsl Tables 6.8 and 6.9 present two estimations that have exactly the same variables and 

restrictWm yet oomp1etely different coeffIcients, 

Finally, the number of variable and restriction combinations is high to say the least. The fact that 

imposing them in different ordeFsaoo that the same comb-inations-can produ~ different results is 

very serious. This means that it is virtually impossible to be completely thorough, and a good set 

of estimates can be missed. More impOltantiy, it seems that, if one looks hard and long eru;mgh, 

one can find a set of estimates to back almost any hypothesis. 

While amb-igtHty can be expleitedin alme-st- any-empifffial technique, it seems-- that the CV AR 
approach is particularly susceptible to such manipulation. Any study that produces a single set of 

estimates-should be treated with. extremecautiQn. 
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ML estimates to over restriction(s) 

Estimates of Restricted' CointegLat±ng-REdatiottl> tSE-"s" in--Bracketst

Converged after 16 iterations 

Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and no trends in the VAR 

*************************************************************************** 
102 observations from 1975Q3 to 2000Q4. Order of VAR 2, chosen r =2. 

List. of var:i.ab.les. j Del lJded ilL. the. c.oirLt.e.gLa.tin.g:... vecto . .c. 

SSA PEXPSSA PPISA POTENTIAL PCOMP 
PFOREIGN GDPPPP 
List of 1(1) exogenous variables included in the VAR: 
PFOREIGN GDPPPP 
List of 1(0) variables included in the VAR: 
CAPUT 

*************************************************************************** 
List of imposed restriction(s) on cointegrating vectors: 

al=I; ;: a5=O'; b2+b5+b6=O; bS.=b6 

*************************************************************************** 

SSA 

PEXPSSA 

PPISA 

POTENTIAL 

PCOMP 

PFOREIGN 

GDPPPP 

Vector 1 

1. 0000 
*NONE*) 

1.2438 

*NONE:*) 

1. 2438 

*NONE*) 

-2.9365 
*NONE* ) 

-.0000 

*NONE*) 

.0000 

*NONE*) 

.0000 

*NONE*) 

Vector 2 

1.0000 
*NONE* ) 

6.0577 
2.9559) 

-.0000 

*NONE* ) 

-. oo-ao 
*NONE* ) 

-3.0289 

1. 4780) 

-3.0289 

1.4780> 

3.3053 

.72523) 

Table 6.8: This estimation oflong-run cointegrating relations produce common and tht"('m~tt('" 

estimates. Table 6.9 shows cornp-Ietely different estimates with the same inputs. 
consistent 
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ML estimates subject to over identifying restriction(s) 
Estllna:ws- of Restrictefdcointeg:rati:ncr Re1ations (SE~s in BracketsJ 

Converged after 21 iterations 
Cointegration with unrestricted and no trends in the VAR 

*************************************************************************** 
102 observations from 1975Q3 to 2000Q4. Order of VAR 2, chosen r =2. 

Li&t of variables included in the cointegrating vector: 
SSA PEXPSSA PPISA POTENTIAL PCOMP 

PFORETGN GDPFPP 
List of 1(1) exogenous variables included in the VAR: 
PFOREIGN GDPPPP 
List of T(Ot variables included in the VAR: 
CAPUT 

*************************************************************************** 
List of imposed restriction(s) on cointegrating vectors: 
al=l.; a6=O; ; b3=O;a5=0;a7=O;b4=0;bZ+b5+b6=0 b5=b6 

*************************************************************************** 

SSA 

PEXPSSA 

PPISA 

POTENTIAL 

PCOMP 

PFOREIGN 

GDPPPP 

Vector 1 
LOOOO 

*NONE*) 

L 8220 
2.0927) 

-L 8220 

2.0927) 

-L 1275 
2.0671) 

-.0000 
*NONE* ) 

.0000 
*NONE*} 

-.0000 

*NONE* ) 

Vector 2 
LOOOO 

* NONE * ) 

-.067957 
*NONE*) 

.0000 

* NONK* } 

.OOCW 

*NONE*) 

.033978 

*NONE*) 

.033978 
*NONE"') 

-2.1754 
.098725) 

Table 6.90. This set of results is tar from satisfactory, yet it uses exactly the same. inputs as table 6.8. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 

The basic framework for elasticity estimates is grounded on the traditional laws of demand and 

supply. Export supply is a function the price of exports, the prices- of domestiC-~producti9n 

substitutes and inputs, production capacity and domestic demand conditions. Export demand is a 

fun£tien- at'the price of exports, the pric& of substitute PfGduc~ in the export market, the pric;e of 

substitute products produced by competitors and world income. 

Cho.osing the data-Senes is not as straightfurward. Proxies areoften necessaI=¥, aruieven the first

choice measures have problems. This study required the substantial sourcing, capturing and 

m€~ing af series-fram different seurces- and the· coostmctien of ather series, 

The co integrating vector autoregression (CV AR) technique is used because it provides an 

integrated.way to estimate systems ofsirnultaneous.equatIDns. using non-stationawdata. This is 

required in order to avoid biased estimates and spurious regressions. The CV AR is a 

Feparameterisation of a vector errm: couectmR rnodcl(VECM}, which describes changes in· 'Ule 

endogenous 1(1) variables in terms of lagged differences in all the system's variables and in 

termsofadjustmeRt toapossible long rnn.equilihnum relationship. The long run relationship is 

cointegrated, so the regressions are no longer spurious, and estimation in V AR format avoids 

simultaneity bias. 

The lahansen T echn-ique determines the number af corntegrating relations- that exist bet~en 

non-stationary data. Statistical criteria are used to validate the theoretical assertion that there are 

two co integrating relations in this- stmiy. Estimating the coefficients entails finding comb.inatio,ns 

of the variables that are co integrated. By imposing theoretically motivated restrictions, separate 

demand and suppl.y equation-s-.are specified. This-allows.. the coefficients· to. be interpreted as 

elasticities. 

This-.papet: ooncentrates on fmdingthe. coefiicioots- of the long run co integrating r€lationships, 

improving on existing South African studies by using the CV AR technique, by using a relatively 

large data. set, and by introducing some new variab.i€-s-to. the standard specification. 

The estimation process reveals that it can sometimes be very difficult to find economically 

meaningful results. Paradexically; it·· can·be easy to. find an estimate to support a given 

hypothesis. While this is true for most empirical methods, any studies that only show a single set 

of results-based en the CV AR technique should be treatoo. with particular caution. 
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While many estimation combinations did not converge, and many yielded nonsensical results, 

some broad patterns emerge. With a few exceptions, cllanging the data series did not alter the 

results systematically, but the wide range of some coefficient estimates shows the selection and 

construction of the data series can affect the-results. 

The price elasticity of demand is -3 to -6, dismissing any studies assuming South Africa is a 

price taker. The income elasticity of demand depends on whether the series are annual or 

quarterly and whether income is measured in nominal US Dollars or in terms of purchasing 

power parities, rangings from 1 to 3.5. The conclusio.n is that while both world- income-and 
\ 

export prices are important, competitiveness measures can materially increase exports volumes 

and FeVe&bles. 

Tms-conclusion is affirmed by too positive ooeflicients·on foreign prices and competitors' prices. 

Cross elasticities ranging from 1 to 4.5 also suggest absolute competitiveness improvements may 

not- be enoogh. Competitiveness improvements may be necessary merely fuF presewinge~rt 
shares. Greater market share is likely to require improvements in competitiveness relative to 

other producers. 

The price elasticity 0.£ supply: is abo.ut 1, and the coefficient on domestic prices is about 

Production potential is positively related to exports, having a coefficient of 2.6 to 3.9, but 

capacity utilizatiGn does not seem to be important The effect of domestic demand on exports is 

therefore unclear, although it may work through domestic prices. The results suggest the 

relati(mship between domestic output and exports. is expressed-fully through potential GOP. 

The adjustment to the long run equilibrium relationship is a significant determinant of changes in 

e~ quantities. The size of'the adjustmentcoeffiGient Syg~stsslGw adjystment to equilibriu,m. 

While the adjustment process is statistically significant, it is hard to tell which variables in the 

VECM are statistically signifiqnt. 

While the spec~tion is fairly standard, there is plenty- of opportunity for alternative variaQle 

constructions, which perhaps study the role of real exchange rates more directly. In a few years, 

research shoold also have the luxury B£ using long time series from a single source, avoid,ng 

some of the data inconsistencies encountered by this study. 

Too focus of this study has beenoB long-mnelasticities, but the CVAR appmach provides many 

opportunities for in depth analysis of dynamics. Furthermore, the CV AR approach could perhaps 

be used to estimate a more general model consisting of cointegrating relations, involving South 

African GDP and international prices for example. 
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